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The refurbished Dream Palace: "The barroom business is a crap shoot. "

WIN SOME,
LOSE SOME
Musicians, devoted fans and
the occasional idle beer drinker
can cross off three more New
Orleans clubs from their list of
places to play, dance or loiter.
Tupelo's Tavern, Richie's 3-D,
and the Showboat have all
called it quits this month.
" I'd have to blame high
operating costs ... and cable
T.V.," says Toby Lewis, who
managed Tupelo's out of the
former Jed's building on Oak
Street. "Now, don't get me
wrong," he continues, "I love
cable T.V., but lots of people
will go to Time Saver and get a
six-pack and sit in front of the
tube all night rather than go out
to hear live music." Lewis also
criticizes the five percent amusement tax as "pretty ridiculous,"
and the monthly sub-lease from
a firm called Fish Heads, Inc.,
"was completely outrageous. It
was impossible to meet all my
expenses and pay that kind of
rent every month." Lewis does
have a wealth of fond musical
memories to fall back on,
however, like the time a national
hardcore punk act trashed his
upstairs dressing room. "The incident that stands out the most
was when the Circle Jerks
played here," he recalls, "250
people were doing the most hectic slamming I've ever seen here
when some drunk guy from the
Maple Leaf walks over and
shuts off all the power!"
All the news on the local club

6

scene isn't bad, however, as
original Dream Palace owner
Alan Langhoff and his cousin
Paul Bel have recently re-opened
the Palace on Frenchmen Street
and Ole Man River's will reopen
with a T.Q. and the Topcats'
reunion in November .
"I really missed not having my
own pool table," laughs
Langhoff. "We've done some
renovation, opened the windows,
put back the arches and added
some color, but we didn't paint
over the ceiling mural . We want
to go back to the neighborhood
bar atmosphere. We're going to
conduct a talent search like we
did five years ago, to showcase

Lagniappe on the Bayou , October 7-9.

A BIG,
BIG, CAJUN

PARTY
The little community of
Chauvin is located about 17
miles south of Houma, where
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some R&B, new wave and Cajun stuff, but these bands will
have to play ball with me on a
guarantee. The bands that
deserve the guarantee don't need
it because they're gonna draw.
The bands that need it don't
deserve it because they ain't
gonna draw!" Flashing some of
the old Langhoff philosophy, he
continued: "The barroom
business is so much like a crapshoot; an owner who has any
sense should take that guarantee
money and go the racetrack
where at least he'll get good
odds and a decent rate of
return!"

-rico

RICO

the air smells salty and the
mother-lode of cholesterol-laden
seafood is mined daily by
tanned little Cajun men in batteaus and homemade shrimp
boats who usually speak more
French than English.
Every October, the parishioners of St. Joseph's of Chauvin

Catholic Church (which is the
entire population of Chauvin)
get together and throw a big
festival called Lagniappe on the
Bayou. There's excellent local
craftwork, some of the finest
handmade quilts and carved
decoys anywhere, and plenty of
music with a round-the-clock
fais do do and the traditional
Cajun songs of the Lagniappe
Singers, but most folks come for
the food.
Reverend Fred Brunet of St.
Joseph's is quick to point out:
"Our specialty is Cajun food:
soft shell crabs, jambalaya,
shrimp etouffee, turtle sauce
piquante. And it's not frozen,
it's cooked fresh, most of it
right here at the festival. The
people here are very proud of
Lagniappe and we create quite a
unique atmosphere of hospitality. The ladies wear the old
timey dresses and bonnets and
the fair site is decorated with
palmettos and things. It's a big,
big Cajun party."
This year the fair is on October 7, 8 and 9 and starts
around 10 a.m. on the weekend.
Take LA 24 out of Houma to
LA 56 and don't be late, unless
you have a fondness for
monumental traffic jams. Just
follow your nose and don't
forget, doggie bags may be
dropped off at the Wavelength
office located at 1111 Eighth
Street. ...
-rico

INA
SENTI·
MENTAL
MOOD
After a proper Sunday afternoon downtown, plundering the
shops along the Rue Decatur
and imbibing a fair number of
Pimm's Cups (an indigenous
beverage which, unlike its lurid
cousin, the Hurricane, is in fact
fit to drink), you can escape to
the Marigny for an evening of
sleek jazz. On October 16, from
5 to 8, the club at Snug Harbor
(site of the old Faubourg) will
present "In A Sentimental
Mood," with Lady BJ, Laverne
Butler and Germaine Bazzle
fronting the Red Tyler Quartet.
The quartet has Ellis Marsalis
on piano, Red Tyler on tenor,
Herb Taylor playing drums, and
Chris Severim on bass. Tickets
are available in advance at
Dooky Chase, Leisure Landing,
The Mushroom and Snug Harbor itself on Frenchmen. It's the
kind of Sunday evening you'd
like to see grow into a tradition.
- Virginia Levie

THE BEST
THINGS ARE
STILL FREE
The joyous spirit of Festival
de Musique Acadienne 1983 is
best seen in the face of those
who made it possible; in the loving embrace of Dewey Balfa and
accordionist Robert Jorde!, in
the definitive "ai-yee" of fiddler
Dennis McGee, or the physical
abandon of fifty reckless
dancers slipping and sliding in a
new dance called the "mudderbug." A Saturday afternoon
deluge. \ tried to dampen the
festive atmosphere, but only
cooled the air and lubricated the
"dance" floor. Overall this
year, as in the past, the festival
ran smoothly and served to remind us that the best things in
life are free-good music, good
times and good vibes.
-rico

JAZZ 'N'
FASHION
Inside the acoustically perfect
Orpheum Theatre, the rare live
melodies of Allen Toussaint
float from a grand piano and
drift about the early 1900s building. Professional models
display on stage the latest fall
and winter fashions and accessories by local yet internationally
acclaimed designers and vocalist
Germaine Bazzle sings her traditional jazz impressions, while
the Gentlemen of Jazz-Alvin
"Red" Tyler, George French,
Herb Taylor and David Torkanowsky- provide the lagniappe
to an evening known as Jazz 'N
Fashion.
Jazz 'N Fashion is an innovative approach to the presentation of local jazz musicians as
well as native fashion designers.
Scheduled for Saturday, October
1, 8 p.m., at the Orpheum
Theatre, the second annual Jazz
'N Fashion show (the first was
held last April) also features the
fashion designs and accessories
of Sheila Davlon (a designer
whose lace dresses are featured
in the July issue of Vogue),
Jerome Smith (a hat designer
also featured recently in Vogue),
Mignon Faget, Olivia of London, Louisiana Southern Fur
Co., as well as several others.
Newsperson Andre Trevigne of
WWL-TV is the commentator.
-James Bo'tiste

LRJE MUSIC
Step into the dance hall of
Munster's at 627 Lyons Street
on any Wednesday night and

Scenes from Festivals Acadiens- top: Dewey Balla and his accordion player;
middle: the " ai-yee·· of Dennis McGee; bottom: doing the "mudderbug ."

you'll hear some of the most
tastefully chosen, well played
roots jazz to be found here in
New Orleans or anywhere, as
practiced by the Louisiana
Repertory Jazz Ensemble.
"Our specific purpose was to
put together a group whose
mainstay was to perform the
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early ensemble New Orleans
style jazz instead of Dixieland,
which has evolved into an everyman-for-himself type of thing,"
explains pianist John Royer.
Since its inception three years
ago, the Ensemble has recorded
one highly respected LP with
another on the way and received
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HEX·
BREAKERS

Wednesday nights at Munsters: Doing the All igator Hop.

a fair amount of international
acclaim; obviously the world
was ready for such a casually
classy combination of musicianship and tradition. "We've been
to the Soviet Union, France, the
Smithsonian in Washington,
D.C.," says Royer, "and we've
done private jobs for everyone
from David Rockefeller on
down."
Fred Longo, Ed Kayard, and
hard-blowing Jacque Gauthe
comprise the horn section of
trombone, trumpet and clarinet,
while John Chaffe and Sherwood Mangiapane handle the
strings on banjo and bass. The
nostalgic accuracy and detailed
stylishness of John Joyce's
drumming provides an elegant
and entertaining rhythmic bottom for the group's melodic
interactions.
The repertoire of the Repertory is as tasteful as its demeanor. Says Royer: "A lot of
these tunes are very obscure and
are known mostly by the real
jazz fans. We do most of the
Jelly Roll Morton compositions
that he did with the Hot Peppers, like 'Sidewalk Blues' and
'Georgia Swing.' We try to pick
tunes that give a good example
of the early style because so
many songs came out then.
Some were good and some
weren't so good, so we really
try to boil it down to the real
essence of jazz." The influence
of this genre on the consequent
development of American music
cannot be overemphasized; we
could safely say that "Ballin'
The Jack" may have been inspired by Papa Celestin's " It's
Jam Up," for example.
The next time you need to impress your relatives visiting from
Wisconsin with how "inside"
you are on New Orleans jazz,
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haul them down to Munster's
Wednesday night and find out
what the Alligator Hop is all
about.
-rico

KOOLJAZZ
FESTIVAL
Kool Jazz 1983 will be making
New Orleans a more interesting
place to be the last week of October. The Fest's weekend outdoor concerts, October 29 and
30, at the Old Driving Range at
City Park, will cap three nights
of music around town, beginning with Chuck Mangione
aboard the President on October
26. While keeping to a jazz/ fusion focus, the line-up at the
Old Driving Range will still
cover a few other musical bases.
On Saturday, Rita Marley and
Curtis Mayfield share the bill
with the likes of Freddie Hubbard and Lew Tabackin; Count
Basie anti Orchestra mix in with
Chuck Berry and the Rev.
James Cleveland and gospel
team among others on the 30th.
Whether you're someone with
the sense to still miss Havana
and the mambo craze days at
the Palladium or a youngster
whose closest connection to salsa
is a late night rerun of Carmen
Miranda, Kool Musica Caliente
should be a treat. Celia Cruz,
"La Guarachera del Mundo,"
and Tito Puente, NYC's own
"King of Mambo," will be putting out hot and classy rhythms
in the Sheraton's Grand Ballroom. Salsa is the strapping offspring of native Afro-Cuban
rhythms and the big band swing
sound of the Thirties and
Forties-a combination which
has lost none of its appeal in the

Like their West Coast peers,
X, The Fleshtones play loud,
blaring rock 'n' roll that relies
heavily on primitive rhythms,
power chords and an image that
borders on urban barbarism.
While X's lyrical adventures
usually cover the more personal
and subjective territory, The
Fleshtones are content to bang
out funny originals and Kinks
covers in exuberant garage-band
style.
Both bands occasionally display a fascination with the occult as witnessed by their titles
and songs about hexbreakers,
ghosts, shrines and other
ephemerae dark and spiritual.
8ii And both X and The Fleshtones
like New Orleans. On the last
page of their lyric booklet entitled "How I Learned My
Lesson," the smiling members
intervening years.
of X are shown standing with a
For the up and coming, Kool
smiling Frankie Ford in a snapJazz will host a free workshop
shot taken at Lucky Pierre's.
with Freddie Hubbard and the
Between almost every song of
SUNO Jazz Band at Southern
their August 30 performance at
University on Friday at 11 a.m.
Tipitina's, The Fleshtones
Local talent can also be heard
reminded us to "Drink Barq's,
October 27, when a selection of
It's Good!" In the spirit of
New Orleans' brass bands, inMarie Laveau, we'll welcome
cluding Olympia, Onward and
both bands back whenever they
Dirty Dozen, play the svelte inwant to return, especially if they
terior of the Sheraton Pontcharplay " Ride Your Pony."
train Ballroom .
-Virginia Levie
-rico
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The Beats: "Probably the coolest people of all times were the Beatniks. "

Coolest Thing In The World
Why do we believe that cool is a way of life in New York or Milan or los Angeles, but never in
New Orleans? Don't we think we have a crack at cool? With the aid of atelephone, one of Radio Shack's
very cool suction microphones and a cool-but-discontinued Sony TC-224 cassette-recorder, Wavelength
set forth to question a random sampling of the world's coolest individuals. Neither Edd "Kookie"
Byrnes nor Arthur Rimbaud could be reached for their respective cool comments.
Marshall Crenshaw, musician, New York

City:
"The coolest thing in the world is a Vox
AC-30 amplifier (such as the Beatles used).
I have two of them and I use them in the
studio exclusively. They don't work goodthey burn and they stop working and they
do all kinds of funny things. Mine aren't
old-they're about three years old.
"They're all tubes and if you compare
them to like a Fender amp or any American
amp where every effort is made to be efficient and make good use of space, the Vox
AC-30's design is just like a cartoon, a: caricature or a joke. It's so silly inside what they
do. They have rows and rows of these tiny
little tubes that are the power tubes and then
they have these big skinny tubes for the preamp tubes.
"What I think is cooler than anything
about a Vox AC-30 is that the design is so
ridiculous and from this ridiculous design,
you can come up with these amazing
sounds. Plus I think it's one of the coolestlooking things I've ever seen. I really like
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the visual aspects of gear, the aesthetic
aspect of guitars.
" I think of all the gear I've ever seen, the
one that had the look that caught the imagination the most was the Vox AC-30. I have
a 1957 Gretsch Duo-Jet guitar and I think
that's the second coolest thing in the world.
"They have these new Fender guitars called the 'Vintage Series' and I really hate new
Fender guitars. I think that they're an insult to people who buy guitars. They take
so little care with actually making the thing
physically comfortable to play. You're buying the name and the look of the thing and
they expect you to play this thing that's really not fit to hold."

.....................................................
Nigel Twist, drummer for the Alarm,

Rhyl, Wales:
"Cool, hep, .hip, neat-all words trying
to describe something non-material. It all
hinges on what the individual perceives as
such, and that in itself is the nub of the matter. What could be cool for one person
might be utterly distasteful to another.

Basically, life in the rock fashion business
revolves around trends. Not many people
have enough foresight to see that they don't
need to be directed by outside influences, including bands. One should keep an open
mind and display their own personal image
in the window of life. In conclusion, it is not
how you make it, where you buy it or when
you saw it, it's how you wear it."
Elvis Costello, musician, London,
England:
"It's always a song-there's always a
song that knocks you out currently that just
is the coolest thing. Currently, it's the
Teacher's Edition on Hi-"Let the Love
Bell Ring." That's my current coolest song.
It's at least ten years old."

cool because it's so ill-defined. It's something that dares you to like it. Black has
always been evil, black has always been negative. To like black is the ultimate insideout. Things that are nice and sweet and colorful-they don't inspire cool.
"The darker things get, the cooler you
have to be. You have to be cool under fire
and fire means blood and blood means
death and death is blackness. I'm trying to
be as Jungian as possible here.
"What's cool, and I think this will be getting cooler, are things beat-beatnik will be
cool. It's all so retrograde. We're in the hippie thing now. We have a lot of crewcuts
and that's like shifting back to the '50s mode
and you've got rockabilly but I don't think
people have really plundered the wonderful
cool nihilism of the Beats. I think the Beats

were probably the coolest people of all time.
I'm still reading Kerouac and Ginsberg has
not really lost his cool very much even
though he hung out with the Clash.
"Hot dogs are really not cool. Chili dogs
are, on the other hand, cool. Regular hot
dogs are for people in the suburbs and people who have no brains although it's true
that the more junk food you eat, the more
you're risking your life and health so that's
kinda cool because it's dangerous and
danger is cool."

......................................................

Paul Kaufman, one of the owners of
Nona, a clothing store in Santa Monica,
California. Nona's clientele includes Emmanuelle star Sylvia Kriste/, bodybuilder
Lisa Lyons, a Japanese rockabilly band
known as the Black Cats, rock idol Rick

John Morthland, writer, New York City:
"The coolest thing in New York is ribs."

.....................................................
Michael Snyder, freelance writer (San
Francisco Chronicle, New Musical Express),
KQAK radio personality, songwriter for the
Tubes ("Tip of My Tongue," "Attack of
the 50-Foot Woman," "TV is King") and
creative consultant to various bands, San
Francisco, California:
"I'd say the coolest thing in the world-at
least in San Francisco-is to sit on the
walkway of the Golden Gate Bridge and
dangle your feet over the side as the fog
comes in. That's quite literally the coolest
thing.
" In lingo, very, very good is bongo. Very,
very bad is dog. Malcolm McLaren is no
longer cool because he was cool six months
ago. Rockabilly is completely uncool now.
"The Durocs are cool even though they
can't seem to get a record deal. The Durocs
and the Baltimores are lost in this '50s time
warp. The Durocs include Scott Matthews,
who occasionally drums for the Beach Boys,
and Ron Nagle, who had that album, Bad
Rice. He's one of the premier ceramicists in
the world and completely underground. His
ceramics go for incredibly high amounts of
money. The Baltimores are a three-man a
cappel/a group.
"There's no question that out here a record like that Mardi Gras in New Orleans anthology is cool. To us, K-Paul's cooking is
cool. To you guys, it's old hat. Right now,
we've got K-Paul's ensconced in the Old
Waldorf (a music venue operated by Bill
Graham). But it's uncool to wait in line to
get in. As far as I'm concerned, if I want
burnt fish, I'll burn it at home. That's the
coolest.
"The rag look-the hobo look-has finally reached the West Coast a Ia Haysi
Fantayzee and Boy George-ragged, loose
clothes. I don't find that shit cool-1 find
it ridiculous. For me, urban guerilla wear
is always going to be the coolest because you
can handle anything in it. It's obvious that
the Flock of Seagulls quiff is completely
uncool.
"African music is cool but it won't be for
very long. The Red Rockers are cool out
here for some reason.
"Anything black is cool-periodwhether it's clothing or skin tone. Black is

History Of Cool
History, like certain houses believed to be
I hope the point is made.
haunted, has its cool spots; times when the
We usually sit back with our opium pipes
people, ideas, fashions in costume, behavior • self-expression, hairdressing, domestic and think about "Cool, .. meaning early
bebop and Miles Davis and the beats and
arrangements, linguistic usage, etc., were by
painters like Pollock or the early Larry
our modern standards, Cool.
Rivers and angular Fifties furniture and
The last great period of Cool lasted from
even Eddie Cochran. And while
maybe
about the end of the Counter-Reformation
and people are all products of
things
these
of
age
the
and
Revolution
to the French
an obsession with formal concerns, they
Romanticism which burdened man and his
aren't cool in the same way that, say, a
history • at least his psychical history • with
Piero della Francesca fresco or a Vermeer
ideas
spurious
and
unsound
all sorts of
about passion, ego, romance, elaborate and or Candide or the dramas of Racine are
cool. A Vermeer picture of a woman snooinordinate emotional life, democracy, etc.,
zing by a bowl of apples or standing at a
all things tending to excitation, division,
spinet is going to be cool forever whereas
revolution. Cool periods are never periods
both the form and the content of something
of great change-in any way; they are perilike the writings of Corso and Ginsberg are
ods in which people seek formal solutions
not already not just dated but petrified. It's
(even if they are philosophical solutions,
they generally turn out to be composed of not art, it's an artifact.
The high-water mark of Cool was Neoformalities). If we wanted to define cool, we
when art started to divide interclassicism
might do it two ways-relate it to the old
nally-along with pursuit of perfection in
notion of sang-froid, closet stoicism, emofrozen form, there also grew up simultanetional imperturbability, hauteur, or simply
the deadly cult of sentiment; even the
ously
like,
we
what
of
make an emotional list
painter Jacques-Louis David, addressing the
hence What Is Cool. Obviously, in the direcNational Convention, told them what seems
tion of the Iauer lies fallaciousness.
to be antithetical to his own tableaux: "I
There have been Cool artists since the
have seen you shed tears, magnanimous
French Revolution, God knows, and almost
Don't stop: they do honor to your
people!
customer
cool
a
nature
by
is
politician
every
courage. Achilles wept also. The Romans
because his business in concealment-his acwept. .... The late 18th Century was the
tions and words are almost contra venous to
of that dreadful creation, The Man
period
has
(this
do
or
say
to
means
what he really
Of Feeling who in his turn spawned the
been particularly apparent in the United
Romantics whose children we are today. All
States for the last half century). A nationof this may be the reason why junkies seem
empire-state like China is Cool almost by
cool-the whole aesthetic of drugs, on that
mere fact of existence; "passionate" (and
level, is to escape being The Man Of FeelJews,
usually feisty about it) people like
ing, often through (aptly) cold-blooded
blacks and Greeks, are uncool almost by
crime. Now, George Bernard Shaw might
mere fact of existence-anyone who has livbe right that "no great artist uses his skill
ed in slavery in any period isn't going to be
to conceal his meaning," but the cool artist
real cool with something like that mucking
or person uses his skill-social or literary or
up the ancestral memory. The Inca and
whatever-to conceal his feelings. That's
Mayan theocracies were cool, the conquer•
Cool.
ors of Rome and Hapsburg Spain anything
Newlin
-Jon
but. We could go on like this for hours, but
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either pointed toes or round toes. We sell
leather ones and leather mixed with suede
in every color you can imagine-black and
grey, red and grey, black and white. There's
no end to the combinations. Rockabilly kids
mostly buy the pointed toes and punks buy
the round ones.
"We sell Nigerian army boots-they were
made in the U.S. for the Nigerian army.
They're great-all black leather with just the
toe in patent leather. They're parade boots.
As an item, they've got to be considered
really, really cool because there's a very
limited number of them. We only have two
pairs left.
"A lot of people are modifying their
clothes-taking sweatshirts or whatever and
tearing them or cutting them. A lot of tiedye stuff is pretty cool right now. It looks
a little bit different from hippie tie-dye. The
colors are different, the feeling is different.
We dye almost everything-shirts, pants.
"We do something which is an idea we
got from England-they're called drop
socks. It's basically a really tall cotton stocking pushed down-they just hang at the
ankle. We tie-dye them. You can wear them
as stockings with garters and we sew on
these straps so that you can tie them at a
higher or lower length.
''A lot of mohawks are popular but not
like a shaved Mohawk. They have really,
really close sides and then just a lot of hair
on top. A lot of women have that hairstyle.
"When I was in England in April, there
was a revival of punks-it's almost like they
Springfield, Oingo Bongo and such actresses
as Glenda Jackson, Susan Anspach and
Margot Kidder:
"To be cool in Los Angeles, you have to
be a trendy homosexual who uses heroin
and owns a store on Melrose Avenue and
can get in free to any event just by showing
your face and you run a one-off club somewhere. A one-off club is when someone
spins records one night a week or for a onetime event. There's a bunch of clubs that do
that-they have completely different things
every night. One night, they'll play one kind
of music and on another, something else.
"The real trendy people are heavily influenced by what's happening in London . We
sell a lot of British shoes. Dr. Martin's are
cool. In England, mostly skinheads and
punks wear them. Here, it's sort of the same
but you can't really say there are skinheads
and punks in America. Dr. Martin's are like
a regular work boot with thick air-ftlled
soles so they're really light and comfortable.
Most of the English skinheads wear the
14-eyelet ones. There are lower versions all
the way down to a shoe. If you're really
cool, you wear the shoes because nobody
else really knows about them.
"Creepers have a thick crepe solethey're what creeps wear. The ones we sell
have rubber soles. The original ones were
made out of crepe and they were really, really stiff. So when you walked on them, it was
like walking on planks. The new ones that
we have made in England have rubber soles.
They look basically the same and they're
much more comfortable. We sell a lot of
plain black suede ones, like oxfords. There's
a big demand for two-tone creepers with
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were hippie-punks. The English punks are
letting their hair grow real long. With so
many people trying to be different, you have
so many variations of theme. There were
some pretty good bands-Sex Gang Children, Blood & Roses and there was another
group called Southern Death Cult but they
broke up.
"There's some Boy George in England
but not much. That's really worked its way
down to real teenyboppers. There's a lot of
almost post-Apocalyptic-looking things.
There's some really great stuff going on in
London-death symbols and stuff like that.
That's something we' re doing a bit of, too,
because I'm pretty infatuated with death."
The coolest wheels in Southern California: "My '55 Dodge pick-up."

.....................................................

Belissa Cohen, law student, "hangs out
with the nearly-famous on a regular basis,"
Los Angeles California:
"The best way to become cool is to be
seen at all the right places on a regular basis.
The coolest one-off club is the Fetish Club,
run by Joseph and Henry of the Veil. The
Veil was the New Romantic club that started
about three years ago. It was the first dance
club in the city and it started the whole trend
of dance clubs.
"People just don' t stay up that late
although they used to a couple of years ago.
People stayed up until 5 a.m. every night.
It's cool to have no visible means of support. It's really uncool to have to be
somewhere in the morning.

Cool clip: Elvis Presley is inducted into the U.S. Army, 1958. According to Kenneth Brixey, operations manager
of the King's Memphis estate, Grace/and, Presley's bedroom is insulated with six inches of padding on the
floors, walls and ceiling. In addition to the coolness provided by Grace/and's central air-conditioning system,
Elvis ran a noisy window unit 24 hours a day, year-round. Brixey surmises that Elvis preferred his environment
"a little cooler than most people."
Muddy Waters gets a process: 'I got a black cat bone, I got a mojo tooth, I got the John the Conqueroo,
I'm gonna mess with you, I'm gonna make all you girls lead me by the hand Then the world will know I'm

"What I would really say about L.A. is
that people are really desperate for a new
trend or a new fad. People don't know what
to wear. People just don't have a rallying
point, like punk originally did. New Romantic was a very high point in L.A.-real cool
two or three years ago. Now, people just
don't know what to do with themselves so
people are going out a little bit less and
everybody's a little bored and hoping that
something from England will take America
by storm.
"I think the people who are really cool,
they're way past MTV. MTV doesn't really
show the hippest videos.
"I just got a degree-a B.A. That, of
course, is very uncool. The cool thing is
whatever you're doing, try to be a star.
Everybody is trying to be a star. You can
do that for about 20 years.
"I think longhair's going to be in. Boys
are going to be growing their hair real long,
past their shoulders. I think that heavy
metal's becoming really popular among a
different set and I think there's going to be
blurring between heavy metal and people
who are trendy punks because the clothes
and the look are so good. I know several
very hip people who are getting shag
haircuts.
"What I wear is pretty much anything
black. It's a powerful color. It's the double
edge-people are both repelled and pulled
in by it. Mexican and Guatemalan clothes
with stretch Capri pants are cool. African
clothes are even cooler.

"Your hair definitely has to be a dyed color . Black and white and red are the coolest
colors."

.....................................................
Eddy Grant, musician, producer, St.
Philip, Barbados:
"There's no heavy manners in
Barbados-just cool runnings. It's such a
nice, quiet country. The people are beautiful, they treat foreigners and locals alike.
The country's got a good business infrastructure. It's got good communications-as
good as the United States or anywhere else.
"I lived in England for 22 years and I always promised myself that when the finances came right and my career was on an even
keel, I would go back to the sun."
Grant's coolest inspiration: "Chuck Berry-when you are a great artist, you deserve
the best. If he said he wanted to do a record,
I would say, 'Yes'-straightaway. It would
be 'Stop it all-let's go down to Barbados
and do it.' I love him"

......................................................

Karen Kelly, IRS Records tour coordinator, Los Angeles:
"This is a list subject to change:
"1. Standing at the side of the stage at
the 1982 US festival when the Police played.
"2. Cookies 'n' ice cream from
Swensen's."
"3. Anything purple."
Are musicians cooler than most people?
"Some are. Some have real strong convictions about what they're doing and they're
real sincere and the others are jerks. I think

a hoochie coochie man. '
Cool curves: "/love women. l love their curves. l love looking. That's how it aU started in 1946. "So explained
Frederick N. MeUinger, better known as Frederick of HoUywood. Via "HoUywood High-Dive" padded bras,
"Come Closer" taffeta coffee coats, "ready and Wi{{jng" nylon negligees, "Toe Tease" high-heels, "Cool
Plunge" blouses and "Secret Helper" girdles, Frederick taught America that sex was cool. Even Jayne Mansfield
offered her testimonial: "l don't think there is a thing l welcome like my Frederick's catalog... what would
we do without you?"
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Cool covers: In 1971,
Ed Ruscha, the third
coolest Los Angeles
artist after Gary Panter
and Robert Irwin,
published a small
paper-bound volume
entitled Records, which
catalogued, sans text,
Ruscha's record collection via 62 black and
white photographs of
31 album covers and
32 vinyl records. Was
this the music that inspired cool art? The
discs included the
Velvet Underground's
White Light/ White
Heat, Wanda Jackson
Salutes the Country
Music Hall of Fame
(marked 99'), James
Brown's It's A Man's
Man's Man's World,
the New Orleans Home
of the Blues album on
Minit, and Little
Junior Parker looking
cool as he poses with
an ivory Cadillac on
the cover of Driving
Wheel.
Below: Buddy Holly

it's pretty much the same as in regular life.
Some people you meet are real sharp and
know what's going on and other people are
complete jerks."

·································-··················
Stuart KUpper, photographer, Minneapolis, Minnesota:
"One of the coolest things-if you're a
native-is to avoid eating the ludefisk-it's
something that the Norwegians eat every
Christmas. It's a fish that has been cured
in lye.
''The coolest place in Minneapolis to eat
is at the French Cafe after 9:30. It's a very
good restaurant and the chef is a young guy
and realized that a lot of people who appreciate good food couldn't afford his prices,
so he cooks really good stuff for cheaper
prices later in the evening. The chers name
is Zander Dixon.
"The coolest diner is Mickey's Diner in
St. Paul. It's a state architectural landmark
and serves great Mulligan stew. And
Minneapolis/St. Paul is the westernmost
place that has White Castle hamburgers.
"The coolest place to eat dessert is the
Walker Art Center. They have poppyseed
chocolate cheesecake, walnut honey pie and
a lot of wonderful puddings."

.....................................................
Brian Cullman, writer, musician, producer, New York City:
"The coolest thing in the world is the iced
cappucino at DeRoberti's, a cafe at lOth
Street and First Avenue. Little Milton's piano player-a guy named Lucky Peterson-is cool. He plays piano like Booker but
like Booker with a really friendly sense of
humor. He's just phenomenal. He's about
22 years old and looks sort of like Prince's
y9unger brother who stayed in the basement
and didn't go out much but when he went
out, he went crazy. And then he went back
to the basement and fed the fish.
"The Duplex Planet is one of the coolest
things in the world. It's a magazine that
comes out of a nursing home in Somerville,
Massachusetts. It's great-they ask people
what they think about records and what they
think about sleep. In the last issue, one guy
said sleep was his most sociable time in the
world. And pygmies and boots are always
cool."

......................................................
Christina Patoski, writerI photographer,
Fort Worth, Texas:
"I think the coolest thing in the world is
riding around in your car with the air-conditioner on and the windows rolled down.
"The coolest place to eat in Ft. Worth is
Hadary's, which has the latest in Lebanese
music. They play tapes all the time and it's
wilder than any new wave music you've ever
heard."

····························-························
Ann Cross, reviews editor of the Rocket,
Seattle, Washington:
''The coolest thing in the world has got
to be the Face magazine- that's the coolest
magazine in the world. The coolest local
bands in Seattle are the U-Man, Red Masque and the Emerald Street Boys. The coolest thing to wear in Seattle would be any-
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thing that isn't rain-proof. Or Def Leppard
T-shirts-but only when worn without any
other heavy metal attire.
"Heavy Metal's very big in Seattle. The
East Side is really a heavy metal center.
Heavy metal followers think that TKO is the
coolest band in Seattle, definitely. They' re
from Portland, originally, and they're just
real gutsy, grinding sort of heavy metalno screech at all.
"The coolest thing to eat is sliced pizza
at DeLaurenti-it's at the Pike Place Market, which is one of the cool places to go.
It's a farmer's market downtown.
"A cool place to go is the Metropolis, an
all-ages club in Pioneer Square. It features
all sorts of rising bands from hardcore to
real arty bands. The decor changes for each
different band, every night. Bars here are
open 'til 2 a.m. and there are real strict
drinking laws so it's real cool to have a fake
l.D. But there aren't that many good bars
around.
"Another place that's cool is the Edgewater because all the bands stay there. It's
a hotel and you can fish from your window.
Everybody from Def Leppard to Bow Wow
Wow has caught mudsharks from their windows there. It's the place Frank Zappa sang
about-the ' world-famous' Edgewater.
" The coolest haircut would have to be the
skipwave-it's partly curled and partly
straight. It's cool for girls to have either really short hair or hair that's short in front and
longer in back .
"I think Seattle's a center of non-style.
It's not a very trendy place. If you asked
most people what was cool, they'd probably
say 'an old beat-up pair of Levis and a pair
of Birkenstock sandals .' "

.....................................................

King Sunny Ade, musician, Lagos,
Nigeria: The coolest place to record, according to Africa's coolest guitarist, is anywhere in Africa:
"In Nigeria, I have a company called
Sunny Ade Records Limited and I'm
preparing to have a studio now-it's under
construction. In fact, we have a lot of recording studios in Nigeria at the moment and
we have them in so many places like the west
coast of Africa and central Africa. We have
4-track studios, 8-track, 16-track, 24-track
and a 32-track studio is coming about as
soon as possible in Lagos. It is owned by
Decca but I have done my studio for 32 or
48 tracks. We have more than 150 labels in
Nigeria.
The coolest of all Nigerian musicians,
says Ade, is Bobby Benson, to whom Ade
and his African Beats dedicated their most
recent Nigerian album: "We recorded it as
a tribute to him, in allegiance as musicians.
He was one of the pioneers of Nigerian
music. He's more or less like the godfather
of all the musicians in Nigeria. He happens
to be Grande Lord of our newly-formed
federation of Nigerian musicians. Robby
was the first man to introduce guitar into
African pop music in 1946.
" I got my frrst guitar in 1964 in Lagos.
There's a lot of guitars in Lagos, anywhere
in Nigeria. Nigeria is more or less like here:
anything you want to buy, you can find.''

Canal Street, New Oilearu, La.

So How Does New Orleans Score?
What a fine comedy this world would be
if one did not play a part in it!
-Denis Diderot

like that of Lola Montez in the Ophuls
movie-is forever on display; unlike the rest
of McLuhan's global village, we have a past.
A public crowd, because of a lack of Some of it is an elaborate hoax, but the
broad impersonal humanity in me, rather in- natives can tell what is and isn't a confecsulates than absorbs me. Amidst the guf- tion for the benefit of People From Nofaws of a thousand strangers I become un- where, bereft of traditions and pasts. That
naturally grave. If these people were the in itself instills in the lowest resident some
entertainment, and I the audience, I should degree of cool (somewhat mingled with unbe sympathetic enough. But to be one of conscious pride). Our food and our archithem is a position that drives me spiritually tecture and our music aren't what everyone
aloof.
else says they are-particularly at this point
in time they are nothing worth boasting
-Max Beerbohm about-but
because we are Cool, we take
And now, what may be for some a crucial them for what they are worth. Many of our
question: Is New Orleans and all its works musicians, for instance, have gone elsewhere
Cool? And the answer, unexpectedly half- to make a living; someone like Paul Prudassed, is: More Than Not. A tropical city homme seems more analogous in cuisine to
where all the white males under 25 have hair P. T. Barnum than to Escoffier. Since New
like the members of Molly Hatchet, where Orleans has never really been America anythe corruption and decay in civic life and in way, this itself makes it something Cool for
much municipal architecture is so serene as daring to maintain its (perverse) oblivito be like something incorruptible (in the ousness to the way everyone else thinks and
hagiographical sense-it never smells or behaves. "Romantic" New Orleans is an orlooks unseemly), a place where laissez-faire nate fabrication and should you disagree,
and indifference seem to have set up benign recall those lines from one of the few Really Cool local records, "Two Winters Long"
rule-a place like this, Cool?
It's all in the attitude, and a good bit of by Irma Thomas: "So sorry my dear, you
it is in the fact that New Orleans' past- know you should have been here ... "
-J.N.
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for the re-makes that are on that but 'The
Ten Commandments of Love' and 'Mona
Lisa'-the singing on those is so outrageous.
"You couldn't really imagine singing like
Lee Dorsey, say-he's so distinctive and so
quirky. But with Aaron Neville, you can actually learn quite a lot about phrasing from
him in the same way that I learned stuff
from listening to George Jones although I
could never hope to sing like him. I have to
be a jan of Otis Redding-there's not very
much I can learn from him about phrasing.

'My favorite singer of the
last couple years is Aaron Neville~
-Elvis Costello

ts Costello

In an unexpected telephone call, the rock star talks about New
Orleans music.
"All your compliments and your cutting
remarks
Are captured here in my quotation
marks... ,,
-Elvis Costello,
"Everyday I Write The Book,

O

ne eveningearlyinSeptemberofthis
year, as Ipreparedtodineonpasta,
the telephone rang and much to my
surprise, I discovered that the caller was
Elvis Costello. Rock stars, bidden by their
record companies to conduct telephone
interviews, often dial my residence at odd
hours. These interviews, however, are generally arranged well in advance. My call from
Costello was totally impromptu and likewise
delightful.
He mainly wanted to talk about New
Orleans and did not particularly want to
discuss himself or his music. This sounded
like a fine idea to me and 45 minutes later,
Costello concluded by saying, "It's really
been a pleasure to actually talk about something different because I think talking about
my music is really dull. What it's about is
listening to it. What I enjoy most on days
off is to go to radio stations and do deejay
shows because I think you give away more
of what you're about and what makes your

music tick the same way you go to somebody's house and look at the bookshelf. I
think the music you choose to play gives
away more than a million searching
questions."
Elvis began the conversation by announcing, "My current musical favorites are New
Orleans singers. The original New Orleans
music is probably stronger and more varied
than any type of music in America.
My favorite singer of the last couple of
years-I'd never heard him because his
records weren't hits in England-is Aaron
Neville. He's my absolute favorite singer at
the moment. He's the man whose phrasing
I currently admire the most. When I was 18,
Rick Danko was my hero. For a while, I
wanted to sound like him and then Van
Morrison at one point, but as time goes on,
you become so aware of different styles and
as you develop one yourself, you seek out
not necessarily more accomplished singers
but ones with even more unusual styles and
a more original approach. Aaron Neville's
got that.
"I've worked backwards like most English people to 'Over You' and things like
that, back through 'Tell It Like It Is' and
right up to that A&M album with Fire on
the Bayou. Actually, I don't care so much
WAVELENGTH/OCTOBER 1983

But there are things you can actually learn
from listening to Aaron Neville-he's such
a musical singer. He's not just a stylist. He's
got such a musical voice it's like listening
to an instrument-literally.
"I'm currently having a sort of real obsession with Irma Thomas as well. I've got her
compilation album on Bandy but some of
the tracks aren't the original ones. 'Ruler of
My Heart' isn't the original one. It's a good
version but it's a different one. There is an
album called Irma Thomas-New Orleans
Queen of Soul. That's the one but it's
harder to get. Have you ever heard that
album In Between Tears? English Charly
put it out and it's really brilliant. That was
done about 1973.
"I've got a lot of stuff on Jin that I got
in England-those Golden Dozen albums
with John Fred, Cookie and the Cupcakes
and Bobby Charles. My favorites are the
Uniques. Those things are quite old-like
the '60s. The Uniques, I assume, were like
the equivalent in Louisiana of what the Sir
Douglas Quintet was in Texas. I've seen pictures of them only recently and they have
that kind of Mersey look with the combeddown hair like the Byrds but the music's
much more R&B really than a lot of the
American groups that emulated the Byrds.
"We used to do that song 'All These
Things.' We still do it sometimes. It's one
of those things I like to throw in when I feel
in the mood for singing it."

'I'm currently having a
sort of real obsession
with Irma Thomas~
-Elvis Costello
Told that the audience at his Baton Rouge
concert (subsequently cancelled because of
poor ticket sales) would find it wonderful
if Elvis Costello sang a Uniques song, Elvis
asked, ''Would people still recognize those
things? This is one of the disappointing
things- the way people get cut off from the
roots of music in their town. We did
Motown song in Detroit and it had no effect on the audience other than it was just
another song. It didn't have any extra ere-
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5 EASY PIECES TO MAKE
YOUR LISTENING EASIER
Allsop 58000
Allsop 3 for Records. The Orbitrac'" record cleaning
system is easy to use. The unique orbiting cleaning action
safely deep cleans each record groove in seconds with
the specially formulated Orbitrac'" anti-static cleaning
solution. This system comes complete with Orbitrac'"
cleaner, solution and sprayer, wipe off brush, special
record cleaner anti-static mat. attractive designer case
and complete instructions. Orbitrac'" record cleaning
solution is also available in an 8 oz. refill bottle.

$21.95

'The original New Orleans music
is probably stronger and more
varied than any other typ·e of
music in America:
-Elvis Costello

Technics SH-F101
Indoor Active Tuned FM Wing Antenna
Most audiophiles realize that a good antenna is required
for optimum reception of FM broadcasts. Outdoor
antennas can enhance reception, but after extensive
research. you now have an alternative-an indoor
antenna that assures excellent reception in strong signal
areas. The SH-F101 provides high selectivity and
freedom from interference.

$90.00
dbx 222 Tape Noise Reduction Unit
Other noise reduction systems reduce tape hiss in limited areas of
the studio frequency range. But the 222 reduces tape hiss by
more than 30dB across the ··entire" audio frequency
range and adds 10dB more recording headroom.

$169.00

Soundcraftsmen SE 450
Featuring unity gain controls, tape and line
equalization, black brushed aluminum front panel,
black vinyl accessory case, frequency spectrum
analyzer test record, computone charts and
connecting cables.
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$214.00

JBL Bass Superwoofer 8380
The missing octave. Without a doubt, some of the most
dramatic moments in music involve the lowest audio
frequencies. The lowest notes of a pipe organ, a bass
drum, an electric bass, or a synthesizer can stir your souland shake your seat. Hearing such music is a big part of
what makes a live performance so special.
A JB L B380 low frequency system can reproduce the 24 Hz
to 50 Hz octave and can do so at levels in excess of 110dB.
Better bass is only the most obvious benefit of a JBL low
frequency system. A second immediately audible
advantage is greater midrange clarity.

You have to hear this one to believe it!

TULANE STE"EO Iii Fl CO.
1909 TULANE AVE. 524-2343
Convenient Storeside Parking
Open Daily 9-5 Closed Sunday
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dence for the audience because of the fact
that it was a Detroit-based song. I suppose
if we'd have done a Bob Seger song, it
might've had a different effect."
Yet another Crescent City favorite of
Elvis' is Lee Dorsey. Elvis explained that a
group of his friends once made a pilgrimage
to New Orleans solely to meet Lee Dorsey,
who they found working, as usual, beneath
the hood of a car. Polite as the former boxer
proved to be, he showed no interest in
discussing his musical history.
"I can understand that," Elvis said. "The
difference is that I get like eulogies written
in magazines-pretentious claptrap about
my stuff and I've only been at it six years.
Lee Dorsey's been making great records for
20 years and has never had anything like the
acclaim he deserves, let alone any kind of
pretentious articles written about him. It's
little wonder that he doesn't have quite the
same sense of his own stature as a singer that
you would expect him to have.

MASTER CARD -

MR BOL

WAVELENGTH/OCTOBER 1983

"People overlook so many great
singers-! think it's really amazing. Being
the age that I am, I was aware of a lot of
soul stuff along with a lot of the other pop
stuff that I listened to on the radio-stuff
that was hits.
"It's only right that I should say these
things because there are people out there
who have never heard of these singers-the
same as I hadn't two years ago. They might
say, 'Well, Elvis Costello says they're good.'
Like when they did a Lee Dorsey compilation in England, Joe Strummer wrote the
sleeve notes, which seemed kind of odd, but
it's a good thing in a sense because some
Clash fan who might listen to what Joe says
might go and check out the record. I take
every available opportunity to say how
much that stuff means to me without being
fawning.
"It's very dificult on the occasions when
you meet these people. I met the Holland
brothers (who composed many of Motown's
biggest hits) last year in Los Angeles and I
never actually once got to say how much I
really admired them. I actually couldn't get
the words out. It was one of those things
where it was actually embarrassing. There
was so much I wanted to say. They literally
wrote the book-all the songs that were important to me at those painful years of 14,
15 and 16. They pretty much wrote all of
them-all the ones that Smokey Robinson
didn't write.
"I once said that I'd like to write a song
that meant as much to somebody as 'I'm
Gonna Make You Love Me' meant to me
when I was a lad. It might've sounded a bit
glib but I did mean it sincerely. It's hard to
say those things."
•

NEW
PRODUCTS

Wireless
Headset Mike
Nady Systems has developed the Nady
HeadMic•• -with an ultra miniature
Countryman Associates ISOMAX direc·
tional microphone attached to a light
weight headset. The mike is constantly
in proximity to the wearer's mouth, so
one can sing and play from any part of
the stage . There is a hard wire connec·
tion model of the Nady HeadMic for
stationary performers like drummers.
Suggested retail price: S200. Nady
Systems, 1145 65th Street, Oakland, CA
94608.

Control the Delay
ADA's new D640 digital delay unit processes signals for both live
performance and studio situations. The delay times vary from 0.25
ms to 640 ms-all at a full 15kHz bandwidth. For production special
effects. the D640 offers regeneration, modulation and repeat hold
features. The regeneration Hi-Cut control produces natural sounding

repeat echoes and reverb. The depth control on the modulation
section covers a 10:1 range for flangmg and sweeps over three and
one-third octaves. The sweep rate can be adjusted by a speed con·
trol-rang1ng from 25 seconds to 0.1 seconds. The repeat hold
feature on the D640 can lock-In mus1cal segments up to 640 ms
long. that can then repeat indeflmtely. Suggested retail price:
5499.95. ADA S1gnal Processors, 2316 Fourth Street. Berkeley,
CA 94710.

Processors
Eliminate
Cartridge
Distortion
The Kinergetics KMP-1 and
KMP·2 Magnetic Cartridge
Processors remove the distor·
lion created by " hysteresis" in L-- - - - - - - - - . . . . ! . . - -- - '
the ferro-magnetic material (iron) used in the core of all magnetic cartridges. However.
these units do not equalize the signal. A signal that is substantially flat to begin with will
emerge from the KMP·l only minus the small portion of the signal that is created by the
magnetic hysteresis of the cartridge itself. This error signal is normally less than 1o/o of
the original signal. But the elimination of this error increases the audio quality of the
overall signal. Suggested retail price: $110. Bennett Sound Corporation, P.O. Box 565.
Reseda, CA 91335.

Sturdy Sound
Reinforcement

A Multitrack For All
The X-15 Multitracker. introduced by Fostex Corporation of America, is a 4-track cassette
recorder with a built-in mixer. It can record up to two tracks at a time with individual tone
and level controls. A 4 x 2 mixer allows for monitoring during recording and for setting pan
and gain for each track during the remix phase. Battery operated (with an AC adaptor and
remote punch-in punch-out controls), the X-15 can be operated virtually anywhere. is about
the size of a cigarbox and can serve as a convenient "artist's sketch pad or songwriter's
notebook." The unit features soft touch controls, a tape format compatible with standard
cassettes and Dolby B noise reduction. Suggested retail price: $495. Fostex, 15431 Black·
burn, Norwalk, CA 90650.

Cerwin-Vega's V-19 portablee
sound reinforcement system
presents a combination of
wide bandwidth, natural
sound quality and wide sound
dispersion with a smooth off·
axis response. The V-19's 12·
inch ER 122 woofer is a hign
performance. low frequency
loudspeaker, with extended
midrange bandwidth. low dis·
tortion and great power handling capacity. The H-25 compression driver creates substantial acoustic output. extended high-frequency bandwidth
and low distortion. This driver is coupled with an ABS horn flare that exhibits linear,
peak-free response over a three octave range from the crossover at 2.5 kHz to beyond 16
kHz. Strong crossover and protection circuitry are designed for low-loss, high power
handling and low distortion. The cabinet olthe V-19 is made of heavily braced premium
th-inch and ¥.-inch plywood, finished with road-proof indoor/outdoor carpet. Easily
transportable. the V-19 is ideal for moderate power keyboard monitoring and portable
sound reinforcement applications. Suggested retail price: $300. Cerwin-Vega, 12250
Montage Street, Arlete, CA 91331.
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COMING UP IN OCfOBER ...
OCf. 5: TilE BOYS OF TilE LOUGH
7 & 8: BLUE RIDDIM BAND
9: BENEFIT FOR TilE CAMPAIGN FOR NUCLEAR
DISARMAMENT
13: JAMES COTTON

3
CLOSED

5
BOYS OF

CLOSED

TBA

1f. THE

LOUGH

ST. CROIX
PHILHARMONIC
STEEL
ORCHESTRA

*

6
MARIANNE
FAITHFUL

(Traditional Irish
Music)
Jt

9

Benefit for
campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament featuring

WakaWaka.

10

11

CLOSED

THE
RADIATORS

Pop Combo.

12
JAMES
BOOKER

*

13..

.

JAMES
COTTON

The Uptlghta and
The Model'DII

17
CLOSED

18

CLOSED

SATISFACTION

19
J.D.
AND THE
JAMMERS

20

Benefit
fo r
W omen- Pac

24

25

CLOSED

31 HALLOWEEN
PARTY
WITH

THE RADIATORS

BABY GRANDE
featuring
NORA WIXTED

26
CHARLES
NEVILLE
QUARTET

...

*

8

BLUE RIDDIM
BAND
15

14
THE
NEVILLE
BROTHERS

21

CHALICE

WAKAWAK A

AND

TBA

THE
RADIATORS

POP COMBO

28

27

CLIFTON
CHENIER

22

(Reggae f rom
Jamaica)

*
23

~

7

29

THE
NEVILLE
BROTHERS

ZEKESPEAK

'Cool' Just lsnt Cool Anymore

Nonconformity requires initiation, intuition and imagination.

A

friend tells me of a ballgame she was
playing with her teen-aged nephews.
After working up a sweat, the nephews turned to their aunt to tell her that they felt like
taking a break. The aunt replied, "That's
cool," and the nephews looked at each
other, piping, "That's coon!" in voices of
disgust and horror, as if they couldn't
believe someone alive in 1983 could make
such an archaic statement.
So I guess "cool" isn't cool anymore. The
barometer of our cultural customs may be
swinging away from a youth-orientation.
Perhaps the society is falling apart, the
center's getting older, and none of the barometers work anymore. If so, all I can say
is: "That's cool."
I just wish the big record companies
would do something with their barometers.
This past summer's truckload of releases
amounts to little more than a vast wasteland. This "new music" scam·is a case in
point- the "new" adjective is definitely
some kind of joke, so much of it sounds the
same. As well it should, as most of it is
played, just as limply, on the same synthesizers and drum machines, without the saving grace of imagination (items: the Thompson Twins , Yaz). As far as "new romanticism" goes, those who so eagerly takes up
that label sound more like they're suffering
from "old infantilism" (for instance, Fun
Boy Three by Duran Duran-Princess Di's
faves).
The record companies jump on one successful hit, make a category out of it, then
try and force it down people's throatsmostly young people, if their parents (the
young people call them 'rents) have any
money. When I was a college student, oh
so briefly, in the late Sixties, I was scared
into non-conformity. Young people today
seem to be scared into conformity. This is
very disheartening to me. Nonconformity

requires initiative, intuition, and imagination. Conformity may require hard work,
but it relies heavily on blindness- blind faith
and blind obedience.
Good rock 'n' roll, like all good music,
is based on transcendence and discrimination. I've never been one to tell people what
to do-go on plug your lives into the big
machine and follow the instructions carefully. But, please: Don't Buy Stupid Records! If you do, the record companies will
think you like the crap and they'll put even
more of it out. And the poets in the bars
and the artists on the street corners will get
even less than the tiny cubic centimeter of
chance at being heard that they have now.
I didn't want to get into all this soap-box
stuff. I wanted to tell ya the sounds that
have helped me survive this vinylly desolate
summer: the 45 of Merle Haggard and Willie Nelson doing "Poncho and Lefty"; an
English EP I picked up in Minnesota of Van
Morrison singing "Mr. Thomas"; the one
really fantastic cut on Elvis Costello's new
LP, entitled "Shipbuilding"; King Sunny's
Synchro-system EP, containing a track on
the flip, "Ire," that's not included on his
new album; Rickie Lee Jones' version of
"Walk Away Renee"; and last but not least
REM's Murmur, the one totally visionary
album to emerge over the summer.
If you're gonna be an individual, you got
to feel. Your mortality proclaims your individuality. So you just as well accept it for
the pleasure and the pain. When I see all the
people blindly plugged into all the new shiny
machinery the present culture offers us, I
think of the refrain Van Morrison sings in
homage to the Welsh poet, Dylan Thomas,
"Mr. Thomas": "Mr. Thomas, Mr. Thomas, why don't we feel whatever we're supposed to feel?"
Say "Amen" somebody.
-Zeke Fishhead
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TUESDAYS
LADIES NIGHT
8:00 - 12:00 PM Two Free

WEDNESDAYS
DRAIT BEER NIGHT
25¢ a Glass
$2.00 Pitchers

THURSDAYS

50¢ OLD STYLE LONGNECKS

9PM- 12AM

FRIDAYS
FREE OYSTERS
& 25¢ DRAIT BEER
5PM- 8 PM

Sandwich Shop
Burgers, Fries, Oyster Boats
Po-Boys and Snacks

ALL NEW PATIO
NOW OPEN

PHONE 899-9228
23
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RECORD RON'S
SOLO SELL-A-BRATION!
IT'S 11SIN'' SATIONAL!
OCTOBER 3-7.

/~~~1111111(

/ *Record Ron's prices are solo
/ for those of you who know.
~Thousands of oldies and 45's just in!

•

~

~
~

~

• Thanks to Chach for inspiring the sale.
• Thanks to Randy Ackley for his support and help.
• Thanks to Terry Lyles for creative hand-done record bags.
• Special thanks to you for making this sale a huge success

/./././././././././././//

THE OLD .. . THE NEW ... THE UNUSUAL ... THE BEST SELECTION IN TOWN

1129 Decatur St.

Open daily 11-7

fish

head

music

RICliators
October Schedule
Sat. 1 ...... .. Fitzgerald'S Houston. Tx.
Fri. 7 ................. Jimmy's
Sat. 8 ........... Dream Palace
Tues. 11 .............. Tipitina's
Fri. 14 . .. . .. .. . .... Maple Leaf
Sat. 15 .. ...... ...... President
Fri. 21 ....... .... Dream Palace
Sat. 22 ............. . Tipitina's
Fri. 28-Sat. 29 . Lee's TombTuscaloosa, A L
Mon. 31 ........ .. . .. Tipitina's

What's Cool On TV

For complete monthly listings of Radiators'
upcoming appearances, record info,
original song lyrics and other news on
topics ranging from The Law of the Fish
to Life on Mars, send name and address to:
Fish Headquarters
140 S. Clark St.
New Orleau, LA 70119
504-488-0493

and you'll receive the Radiators'
monthly newsletter

Forget M-TV and your musical idols; the coolest man on TV is Reser Bowden.
he notion that Mid-South Wrestling;
T
which is
in from the Irish-McNeill
Boy's Club in Shreveport each Saturday, is
beamed

Cooler than M-TV or just about anything
else flickering through the cathode right
now may seem hopelessly perverse or worthy of scoffs, disdain and a minor orgy of
eye-rolling. But there the notion is, and I
might as well try to explain it. TV was
pretty crummy to begin with, but still 1
Married Joan is preferable to 1 Claudius,
and things have only deteriorated in the
interim. You can't apply conventional criticism here. It's a juve nile medium and what
criteria can you apply? I used to like December Bride and Oh Susanna, and I still like
things like Soap and SC- TV (last decent
official Cool program) and Jack Palance
on Believe It Or Not; the joys are small: I
was thrilled when I saw the young man
who fooled around with the transparent
rubber Joy Doll and another man in Thundercrack turn up as a regular on Another
World(!)-but the noise about the new,
diverse spectrum of programming (what
with cable and the rest of it) seems just
noise: more and worse old movies, unspeakable new ones, Nipsey Russell's Juvenile Jury, endless pocket billiard matches
and Congressional phone-ins and Evangelical hodowns and Hispanic soap operas
that look like the expository scenes in really
dismal porno movies. It's like shopping in a
produce section where everything is rotten.

M-TV gets the most chatter among what
peers I have and I suppose it represents the
triumph of the Commercial Art style, which
is barely a century old: in 1885, J.E. Millais,
the British painter, once a Pre-raphaelite
and at the time an Academician for 22 years,
sold a painting called "Bubbles" to the
Illustrated London Times who in turn sold
it to the Pears Soap Company. Millais' fellow
artists were outraged, but he was canny,
and things were never the same. Adve rtising ever after aped "fine" art, just as M-TV
is the dubious triumph of the cinematiccommercial style: it is the apotheosis of
the style seen at its most barren and stripped down in the ordinary TV commercialsince theM-TV videos are simply extended
advertisements. It all seems very busy and
frenzied and finally empty-there are too
many superimpositions a Ia Abel Gance of
Kenneth Anger, too many dwarfs and smoke
bombs, too much relentless confronting of
the not-so-nice mugs and kissers of people
like David Byrne and Peter Gabriel, even
when the latter is disguised as one of Leni
Riefenstahl's Nuba tribesmen.
My idea of a recent music show worth
watching was the WYES documentary on
Louis Prima which also incidentally showed
that Yat Mystique refuses to die and remains (as Prima himself did at the end of
his life) in a coma, never regaining consciousness; in watching of the show, one
found out not just something about Prima
WAVELENGTH/OCTOBER 1983

UVC MUSIC OIV
SNORT IVOT/Cl
October 8-22
Radiators
Open daily
11 am-2 am
Dark Monday
Pool Tables
Dart Boards
Great New Orleans
Juke Box
The Home of Mark's
N'Awlins Po-boys
Available {or private
parties
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BRINGING
IT ALL
TOGETHER

PHONE 504-488-8821
MONDAY·FRIDAY/12 NOON-& PM
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

but about a certain type of New Orleanian
and hence something about New Orleans
itself and more than a little bit about the
way such specialized institutions as big
bands and Vegas lounge acts work. The
last thing you could do with M-TV is learn
from it.
It's something like a student film-festival :
there are some bright moments (the B-52's,
Randy Newman's "California" video, the
z.z. Top ones, the J. Geils' "Do I Do," the
Eurhythmics' video which has the best artistic use of cows since Gauguin left Brittany,
but is better with the sound off), and such
entertainingly endearingly shabby things
as Billy Idol's "White Wedding" and the
Greg Kihn "Jealousy" video with its papiermacbe monster and borrowings from The
Ruling Class. (Almost aJI of M-TV is highly
derivative- it uses up everyting so fast:
Joan Jett's "Fake Friends" video uses the
sky-as-walls-walls-as-sky routine from
Magritte, and the Billy Joel "Tell Her You
Love Her" is a bizarre mixture of bad
commercials, Rodney Dangerfield, Zero
de Conduite and the telephone number
from Bye Bye Birdie.)
But most of it is like slick student work:
triumphs of dialectical montage (Def Leppards "Photograph") or misplaced candor
(Joe Jackson's "Real Men") or stunted storytelling (Bowie's " Let's Dance," Golden
Earring's "Twilight Zone"), excessive
Griffithian crosscutting (the Stray Cats'
"Sexy and 17'') or just incompetent (Electric Ave nue"- the thing I like most about
Eddie Grant is that he reminds me of James
Brown but here he just seems ordinary).
The ideas are banal, the execution superfine ; not the best combination.
Forget M-TV and your musical idols;
the coolest man on TV is Reser Bowden.
Who is Reser Bowden? He's the guy who
gives the ringside announcements of MidSouth Wrestling and also delivers the pitches
for the various statewide matches where
some 380-lb joker booms and rants into
the camera, "Well you tricked me in Morgan
City and you kept that belt, but come next
Monday in St. Bernard .. :• etc. Reser has
glasses, no doubt grey hair, is always
impeccably dressed and always has a faintly sardonic deadpan when he does all of
this. He is Cool personified; he gets out of
way when the boys do n't wait for the bell
and just charge in with their Atomic Drops
and Belly-To-Belly Souffies; his glasses never
even get knocked askew, a lapel is never
creased. He stands there holding the mike
and presiding while the hulking likes of
Hacksaw Jim Duggan , General Skandor
Akbar, King Kong Bundy, Mr. Olympia
and the rest of the commedia dell 'arte
troupe hurl their threats, imprecations and
verbal spitballs at rivals, rivals' families
and places of origins, other managers and
promoters, go into shticks that are positively Wagnerian in their violence. And he
never bats an eye. That's grace under pressure, if I've ever seen it. Reser is cooler
than Lou Reed ever could conceive of;
he's the eye of the hurricane. We should
all be so lucky.

-Jon Newlin
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WhatS Coolin
Art (Visual Cool)
Arule of thumb: once you can get agraduate
degree in it from San Francisco Art Institute
or put it on PBS, it no longer retains ultra
avant garde status.
he coolest thing in the world is, having
once been an extremely cool individual,
T
to no longer care. John Lennon attained
that level of cool, as did Marcel Duchamp.
An an ambition, however improbable, it is
at least still in the ballpark of desires. The
only thing more cool than cool-as-passe is
the never-thought-of-once cool, that is, to
have originated in a culture that has never
for one millisecond even considered what it
would take to be cool in the greater American consumerist sense of the word. A difficult feat since that sensibility is rapidly
becoming global, now that Amazon tribes
are sporting digital display watches and
John Denver is the underground cult hit of
mainland China. Never-thought-of-once
cool is not a state achievable either by will
or design. By the time you realize you want
it, it's already too late.
To be totally cool is to be completely, innocently indifferent to the question and that
is why all ancient anthropological art is cool,
as is indigenouse African carvings, anything
old and Egyptian, MesoAmerican, or Polynesian, and any art made to serve fervent,
zealous religion: Haitian voodoo cloaks,
sacrificial daggers, Shaker prayer drawings.
Art created to function strictly according to
personal or tribal needs lives up to the
highest standard of cool, which is complete
indifference to external standards. If art
done to these specifications also eludes our
own sense of aesthetics, so much the better. Cultural innocence and personal necessity is what gives naive artists, even contemporary ones, their insistent appeal and they
really are cool, even after we think they are.
The awareness of the artist, not our awareness of them is the point. Deceased primitive
artists have their coolness inviolable, but the
culturally innocent living are another matter. Bronx graffiti subway graphics were
devastatingly cool at the onset but their cool
has diminished since they were profiled by
Norman Mailer and some selected perpetrators became famous. As with graffiti demon-now-painter Basquiat, international
cool stardom changed what they did.
Fashions in the visually cool do fluctuate.
The attuned visual American who fifteen
years ago would have had a Central African
fertility mask in his living room now probably has a Kachina doll but is getting restless. The urge to find the ultimate in unconscious art encourages the idea that the
next coolest thing will be lunatic asylum art
or else Gainsborough. We've gone about as

far as we can go.
All of which puts the average vanguard
artist in an awkward spot. Utilitarian nonconformist art, stuff whose main point in
the first place was to violate standards has
become problematic. Sooner or later the
unacceptable becomes the norm and there
you are, uncool. That is why performance
art is no longer cool. Once you can get a
graduate degree in it from the San Francisco Art Institute or put it on PBS, it no
longer retains ultra avant-garde status.
Also, anything taken undiluted from the
Sixties, early Seventies is uncool, that includes anything high tech, happenings, color field painting, light installations, shaped
canvases, super graphics and acrylic painting. What is cool is painting; oil painting,
figurative painting, preferably imported
contemporary Italian or Germari figurative
expressionist painting. After a solid thirty
years of American dominance, the losers of
the last great war are having their day, the
Lupertz and Baselitz Neo Expressionist contingent and the Italian trans avant gardia.
(The Japanese are not exactly left out either,
but it's the look of clothes, not canvas, that
they are changing.) Unlike the death-ofpainting period where the coolest of painters, like Mr. Warhol, simply hired the
manual work out, the individualist painter
is back, accompanied by content, the brushstroke, linseed oil and selected strands of
realism, real space and classical references.
Content, particularly political and mythical
content, is the big surprise, as in the elegant
execution paintings of Golub, the classical
allusions of Chia, or the ragged anti-militarism of the younger German painters. By
accident or design, the new European thrust
is practically a compendium of everything
that has been uncool for the last twenty
years in painting. More is more for a
change, art brut meets realism, allegory,
heavy paint, personal angst. Malcolm Morley is cool exactly because he can let his content determine his style, juggling bad paint,
classicism, anxiety and expressionism in the
process.
As opposed to the modem manifest tradition where each new issue required an entire
movement that perforce negated the preceding one, Op Art killing off Pop Art, a
single painting by Anselm Kiefer or Penck
can contain a bunch of different ideas. In
that sense, the European invasion is postmodernist-and that's cool.
-Virginia Levie
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FOR '831

COMMEMORATES THE
UPTOWN YOUTH
CENTER FAIR
AND
BENEFITS THE
UPTOWN YOUTH CENTER
FOUNDED BY
AARON NEVILLE
SPECIAL T·SHIRT
SPECIAL PRICE
ADULT SIZES-$6.00
KIDS SIZES-$4.50
FRONT FEATURES FACE OF AARON
BACK LISTS GUEST BANDS
VARIETY OF COLORS AND SIZES

CALL
504/895-5666
OR WRITE: P.O. BOX 56099
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 70113
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WE HAVE A MEANING
AND A FUTURE
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REVIEWS
Buddy Holly
FOR THE FIRST TIME ANYWHERE
MCA 27059
At long last America's MCA is beginning to
make up for its puzzlingly shoddy presentation
of the Holly legacy. For the most part, Buddy
Holly aficionados have had to rely on the English Decca label to preserve the man's music. Up
until now the only MCA Holly compilation
available was the embarrassing Rock and Roll
Connection which featured annoying overdubs
and inaccurate liner notes (two mistakes in just
17 words!). But thankfully this is a big step in
the right direction.
For the First Time Anywhere contains untouched performances recorded between 1956
and 1958. Many of these tracks have been released since Holly's death but with annoying addition of extra instrumentation and inappropriate
backup vocals. What we're left with is highly
enjoyable stripped down rock 'n' roll (yes I'm
avoiding the word rockabilly because frankly it's
been gagging me every time I say it lately) by
Lubbock, Texas' favorite son.
All tracks were produced by Holly and many
date from his first trips to Norman Petty's
studio. Among the rockers, "Rock-A-Bye
Rock" and "I'm Gonna Set My Foot Down"
set the pace with plenty of Holly's wild hiccupping vocals and crisp guitar fills. The ballads
are of the highest quality; "That's My Desire"
and "Because I Love You" are classics of the
genre. This is a winner from beginning to end.
-Almost Slim

Peter Tosh
MAMA AFRICA
EMf-America S0-17095
Always the most corny in a corn-afflicted pop
genre, Peter Tosh finally transcends his taste for
the simple and sweet by covering "Johnny B.
Goode" inna rock steady style. Usually strong
on the musical end, but sometimes weak lyrically, Tosh here gathers with the most concentrated
force and momentum he's generated in some
time, a sweeping and penetrating pan-African
groove with reggae/ funk/ highlife flavors and
accents. Although none of the other tunes are
as impressive as the Chuck Berry creation myth
of the title cut, "Mama Africa," Tosh carries
them off well with spirit and sweat. A soulful
version of "Stop That Train" balances the
political cynicism of "Peace Treaty," while a
believably intense "Where You Gonna Run"
improves immeasurably over the insufferably
moralistic "Glasshouse."
The most consistent LP Tosh has put together
since perhaps Equal Rights (1977) or Legalize
It (1976), the pair of albums recorded soon after
he left the Waiters, Mama Africa looks to
Mother Africa for divine inspiration even while
sounding yet another call over Babylon.
-William D. White
Johnny Adams
THE SWEET COUNTRY VOICE
OF JOHNNY ADAMS
Hep' Me 160
Any man who lives in the Iberville projects
and sings country and western deserves at least
one listen, right? Ever since Shelby Singleton
snuck a pedal steel guitar into Johnny's 1969
hit "Reconsider Me," each successive record
company has done everything but dress the man
in a rhinestone cowboy suit and ask him to sing

"I Got Spurs That Jingle Jangle Jingle," to get
another hit.
This time around Johnny sings over prerecorded Nashville tracks complete with strings
and a female vocal backdrop. While this might
authenticate the proceedings, the album oftimes
tends to lack the spark generated by a live session. But, as I understand it, that's the way
things are done up in Nashville.
Nonetheless, Johnny saves the day with his
patented whoops and canary-like high C's. In
fact, the LP's opener, "Am I That Easy To
Forget," compares favorably with just about
anything Johnny's recorded in the last decade
(save for "Hell Yes I Cheated"). Other good
tracks include "Cry Cry Darling" and "Sorry
Don't Always Make It Right." Leo Sayer's
"When I Need You" should have been a barnburner but something's missing. The choice of
including overrecorded things like "Heaven's
Just A Sin Away," and "Love Me Tender" on
an "economic" 10-song collection tends to
hamstring the LP somewhat.
Packaging is frugal even by Hep' Me standards, but Johnny Adams fans will still find this
one worth having. Since the local stations are
ignoring local records again, you probably
won't hear much of this so you'll have to take
our word on this one.
-Almost Slim
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AT WERLEIN'S
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PROJECT
SERIES

The new and exciting Project Series at Werlein's
is perfect for concert grade situations requiring
moderate to very high sound-pressure levels and
medium to long throw.
These systems are remarkably small in size and
weight, while providing very high SPL, Slllldh response
and wide band width.

ALSO, WE HAVE 7 GREAT STORES
FULL OF PEAVEY AMPS, PA's
GUITARS & BASSES.
LOW PRICES;
EASY TERMS!

Burning Spear
FAROVER
Heartbeat 11
Burning Spear, as an ideal, a man, and as
music, prepares the way for the meditation of
the words with sublime rhythms of praise. Burning Spear (a.k.a. Winston Rodney) makes roots
reggae passion rock with pop professionalism.
Fa rover is an excellent introduction to his wailing souls aesthetic of weaving vocals and horns
mysteriously in and out of the riddim tracks and
dub effects. The title track aptly expresses the
vague existence of the mystic soul rebel, distance, foresight, and patience are watchwords
for many a weary traveler. "Greetings" is a panAfrican salute thatis both ingenuously disarming and probing. "Jah Is My Driver" reflects
the quintessentially Rastafarian totality of deification.
-William D. White
Stevie Ray Vaughn & Double Trouble
TEXAS FLOOD
Epic 38734
Since everybody but Ronald Reagan and Jesse
Jackson have reviewed this one I might as well
get on the bandwagon too. I won't bore you
with the Jimmy Vaughn's little brother-David
Bowie bullshit, you can get that in Rolling Stone
or Circus. I'm impressed with this record for
two reasons. First, it's comforting to know that
a major label will take a chance on something
as raw as Vaughn's stark three-piece sound.
Secondly, producer John Hammond was able
to harness Vaughn's abrasive style into an entertaining package. If anyone can be accused of
playing too much guitar, it's Vaughn, who has
driven me to the exit early on more than one
occasion.
Vaughn's raspy singing compliments his machine-gun-like guitar runs on most of the album.
Not the greatest of songwriters, Vaughn's best
efforts are on covers of "Texas Flood," "Tell
Me," and his own simple blues tunes. "Dirty
Pool" really stands out, however, and blues
WAVELENGTH/ OCTOBER 1983

605 Canal St. 524·7511
lakeside
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Baton Rouge
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Regular Features

Sundays -John Rankin
Mondays-James Carroll
Bookerm
Tuesdays-Lil' Queenie
Wednesdays- Mason Ruffner
and the Blues Rockers
Thursdays- Bourn~

Special OcL Attractions
Sat. 1-J.D. and the Jammers
Fri. 7- Marcia Ball
Sat. 8- Zachary Richard
Fri.14-Radiators
Sat. 15-Beausoleil
Fri. 21- Charles Neville House Band
Sat. 22- Cush-Cush
Fri. 28- Charles Neville House Band
Sat. 29-Exuma
2 for 1- hiballs & draft
9 till showtime
Shows 10 P.M. weeknights
10:30 weekends

8316 Oak Street
866-9359
29

lovers will find themselves playing this one again
and again.
The power of a major record company is
underlined when they can selllOO,OOO copies in
less than a month. If this had to come out on
a smaller, independent label, the medium for
most efforts like this, total sales of 5-10,000
would have meant success. But that's sho-biz.
-Almost Slim

Wed.~ sun.

10p.rn.~ 2 a.rn.

Black Uhuru
The Dub Factor
lshlnd MLPS 9756
With the growth and excitement evidenced
by their last five albums, Black Uhuru would
seem to be the ascendant group in international
reggae. From the vocal front line of Michael
Rose , Duckie Simpson, and Puma Jones, to the
instrumental back line production team of Sly
Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare, the deep well
of creativity and scorching heat of fiery intensity
reverberates throughout every last groove. From
Sensimilla (1980) through Red (1981) and Chill
Out (1982), Black Uhuru has attained and held
a consistent dub groove in a funk and jazz/ rock
context. The Dub Factor is perhaps their most
subtle and demanding release yet. The crosscutting (derived from talk-over toasting and rap
records) , mixed with haunting, elliptical vocal
lines tracked over insistent, repetitive, and conjuring instrumental sequences combined with
the irresistible rhythm leads down aural streets
and back alleys which constantly amaze and defy
expectation. The elements of collage, random
juxtaposition, and multi-media participatory art
are perfectly produced on disc. Black Uhuru is
more than folk art with high art resonance, "the
Black Sounds of Freedom" are popular art, too,
and that's what the weather report means by
The Dub Factor.
-William D. White

Wh1le you
to the Topcats, New
Orleans' hottest rock
~ rp, you'll roH with
'Xican munchies and
Cisco's nightly drink
specials. Put on
your dancin' shoes.
and be there. o. '.r& '
. are.

J
..

~.

111 Bourbon St. 566-0331

I•

George Lewis
CHICAGO SWW DANCE
Lovely Music VRllOJ
A dazzling showcase of instrumental daring,
musical talent, and electronic espionage, this
record showcases a new music figure who has
blu rred the distinctions between the new
downtown musics more thoroughly perhaps than
any before him. George Lewis here utilizes his
unique meta-perspective on art and music to
establish individual identity in the midsts of
the undefined excursions into uncharted realms.
On Chicago Slow Dance, Lewis, on trombone
and electronics works with other musicians and
the recording studio to create a rainbow of
sound across the color spectrum: red and yellow,
black and white, all are precious in his sight.
Static lines, pink noise, fuzztones, white noise,
repetition, drones . . . the breath of electricity,
half-heard, dimly remembered, barely recalled
... no place to rest, really, just different levels of
in-between-ness- how many types of loneliness
does it take to drive an entire city mad? Time
alone will tell. It will truly, truly tell. A slow
dance, indeed. A circular, slowly-tightening
dance of death and desolation . . . the flower
pushing through the cracked sidewalk ... beauty
is where you find it .. . tensile strength is a virtue
almost anywhere .. . to fly we must only test our
wings. Available from NMDS/ 500 Broadway/
NY NYI 10012.
-William D. White

~~~~l?~
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504-895-2342
Now subscriptions are available by
calling our number. If you've got a
VISA or MASTERCARD, you can
order Wavelength quick and easy!
Regular rates are $10/year ($8 off
the newsstand price). Our fabulous
T-shirts and fascinating back
issues are also available!

Call and say
"Charge it!"
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October 26-30
Produced by
GeorgeWein

There's only
one way to
play it.
LJgJ

KOOLJAZZ
Picnics in City Park

ll~!•l•lll

Old Driving Range, Harrison Avenue at Marconi Drive

~

2:00 · 10:00 P.M., Each Day, - $12.50 (Advance); $15.00 (Mer Oct. 28)

Sat., Oct. 29

Wed., Oct 26

"An EYelling with Chuck Mangione
and The Chuck Mangione Quartet"
Steamboat President, docked at the foot
of Canal Street - 9:00P.M.

$}6.00
Thur., Oct 27

"New Orleans Street Parade"
with Dejan's Olympia Brass Band,
The Onward Brass Band,
The Dirty Dozen Brass Band
Sheraton New Orleans Hotel Pontchartrain
Ballroom, 500 Canal Street -8:00 P.M.
$} 2.50
Fri., Oct. 28

A Wodmhop with

•

·

Freddie Hubbard
and the Suno Jazz Band
Presented in association with the SUNO Jazz Band
Southern University in New O rleans,
6400 Press Drive, Science Lecture Hall 11 :00 A.M.

"T.G.I.F." with
Louisiana Jazz
•
Repertory Ensemble, ·
Woodenhead,
Tulane University Jazz Ensemble
Presented by T.U.C.P. Recreation Committee
Tulane University, 6823 St Charles Avenue,
On The Quad - 4 :00 p.M.

'"KOOL Mllska Caliente" with
CeUa Cruz and nto Puente and his
Latin Jazz Ensemble

AI Jarreau
Curtis Mayfield
David Sanborn
Rita Marley
Festival All-Stars featuring
Freddie Hubbard, Roy Haynes,
Lew Tabackin, Hilton Ruiz,
LanyRidley
Sun., Oct. 30

Roberta Rack
Count Basie and his Orchestra
ChuckBeny
Rev. James Cleveland
and his gospel ensemble
Charles Uoyd
While NO food or beverages may be brought into Oty Park.
traditional New Orleans fare including red beans and rice,
jambalaya and fresh fried catfish, as well as hot dogs. hamburgers,
beer and soft drinks will all be available on the grounds.

TICKETS for all KOOL JAil. Festival events on sale at all
l icketmaster outlets including: All D.H. Holmes Department
Stores (New O rleans; Bat on Rouge; Houma; Hammond;
Lafayette; Jackson, MS and Mobile AL): Dooky Chase
Restaurant; The Superdome Box Office; Tulane University
Athletic Ticket Office; Warehouse Records & Tapes (Veteran's
Hwy., Williams Blvd., Lapalco); Raccoon Records (Lafayette).
The standard 85( per ticket convenience charge will be added
by licketmaster for tickets purchased at these outlets.
To order tickets by phone with VISA or MasterCard , call (504)
587·3072. A $} .50 per ticket convenience charge will be added.
For New Orleans KOOL JAZZ Festival Information, call (504)
595-5550, or write KOOL JAZZ Festival Headquarters, c/ o Sheraton
New Orleans Hotel, 500 Canal St., New Orleans, LA 70 130.

Sheraton New Orleans Hotel Grand Ballroom,

500 Canal Street- 9:00P.M.

Stay at the

$} 5.50

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

Join the festival artists and staff.

®.

SheratOCi

NewOrleans
Hotel
17 mg. "tar", 1.1 mg.
nicotine av. per cigarette,
FTC Report Mar. '83.
~

1983 B4W T Co

SHERATON HOTELS. INNS f, RESORTS. WORLDWIDE
500 0\NAl STREET. NEW ORI..EANS. LOUISW'IA 70130

504/525-2500

"Official" Headquarters Hotel of the
1983 New Orleans KOOL JAZZ Festival.

CONCERTS
Friday, 7
Alabama, Mississippi Gulf Coast Coliseum, Biloxi. Tickets at (601)
388-8222.

Sunday,9
Sunsplesh In the Perk, featuring
the Blue Riddim Band, Exuma. Big
Bang, Waka Waka: Old Driving Range,
City Park, Harrison at Marconi. 2 p.m.
Information from Ticketmaster outlets.

Wednesday, 12
Loverboy, Mississippi Gulf Coast
Coliseum, Bi loxi. Zebra opens.
Tickets at (601) 388-8222.

Friday, 14
8.8. King, Saenger, 8 and 11 p.m.
Information 524-0876; tickets $15.75
and $13.75.

Saturday, 15
The Imperials, Saenger, 7:30.
Ticket information at 524-0876.
Jacksonville end All That Jazz,
a live 8-hour (!!)telecast of jazz from
the Florida metropolis, featuring Our
Town's-as Tommy Griffin would
say- Wynton Marsalis, plus Art
Blakey and the Jazz Messengers, Dizzy Gillespie and more and more; On
WYES, Channel 12 from 2 until 10.

Sunday, 16
George Jones, John Anderson,
John Stewart, Mississippi Gulf
Coast Coliseum, Biloxi. Tickets at (601)
388-8222.

Sunday, 23
Contemporary Dance Company,
Longue Vue Gardens, 6 p.m. Information at 488-5488.

Wednesday, 26
Chuck Mangione end the Chuck
Mangione Quartet, Steamer President, 9 p.m. Tickets $16.
Dejen's Olympia Bress Bend,
The Onward Bress Bend, The
Dirty Dozen Bress Bend, Sheraton
New Orleans Hotel, Pontchartrain
Ballroom, 500 Canal, 8 p.m. Tickets
$12.50.

Thursday, 27
The Commodores, Mississippi Gulf
Coast Coliseum, Biloxi; tickets at (601)
388-8222.

Friday, 28
A workshop with Freddie Hubbard
and the SUNO Jazz Bend, Southern
University, 6400 Press Drive, Science
Lecture Hall, 11 a.m. Free.
Louisiana Jazz Repertory
Ensemble, Woodenheed, Tulane
University Jazz Ensemble,
Tulane University, 4 p.m. Free.
Cella Cruz, Tlto Puente end his
Latin Jazz Ensemble, Sheraton
New Orleans Hotel , Grand Ballroom,
9 p.m. Tickets $15.50.

Saturday, 29
Talking Heeds, Municipal Auditorium (must be the first Carn ival ball of
the season)-other details nil at press
time.
Kenny Rogers, LSU Assembly
Center; tickets from Ticketmaster.
AI Jarreau, C-urtis Mayfield,
David Sanborn, Rite Marley,
,estlvel All-Stars featuring Fred·
die Hubbard, Roy Haynes, Lew
Tsbeckln, Hilton Rulz, Larry
Ridley; Old Driving Range, City Park,
Harrison Ave. at Marconi, 2-10 p.m.
Tickets: $12.50 advance, $15 gate.

Sunday, 30
Lionel Ritchie, LSU Assembly
Center; tickets from Ticketmaster.
Roberta Fleck, Count Beale end
his Orchestra, Chuck Berry,
Rev. James Cleveland end En·
semble, Charles Lloyd; Old Driving Range in City Park. Times and
tickets as for Oct.29.

Brown Bag Concerts
1st week, Duncan Plaza: Mon.3: 1984
World's Fai r Musical Ambassadors.
Tues.4: Caliente. Wed.5: Preservation
Hall Jazz Band. Thurs.6: Nature. Fri.7:
Bruce Daigrepont.
2nd week, Duncan Plaza: Mon.1 0:
Lady BJ. Tues.1 1: Atlantis. Wed.12:
Tim Williams Country Band. Thurs.13:
The Original Camellia Jazz Band.
Fri.14: The New Leviathan Orchestra.
3rd week, various CBD locations:
Mon.17: Connie Jones and the Crescent City Jazz Band, at 1515 Poydras
Plaza. Tues.18: The Bad Oyster Band,
at One Shell Square. Wed.19: Ecoutez,
at the Board of Trade Center.
Thurs.20: The New Orleans Symphony
Brass Ensemble, at the Board of Trade
Center. Fri.21 : Patrice Fisher Trio, at
the Board of Trade Center.
4th week, Gallier Hall (indoors):
Mon.24: Comedy hour. Tues.25: Consort of Musicke, at 11 :30 a.m. and the
New Orleans Contemporary Dance
Company, at 12:15. Wed.26: The
Audubon Players. Thurs.27: Hazel and
the Delta Ramblers. Fri.28: The New
Orleans Performing Company, at
11 :30; the New Orleans Dance
Theatre, at 12:15.

Joan Jett, on the President, October 11.

Cathedral Concerts
Christ Church Cathedral, 2919 St.
Charles Ave., at 4; free. Oct.9: C.
William Ziegenfuss, organist. Oct.23:
Chamber works by Johannes Brahms.

French Market Concerts
Sat.1: Connie Jones and the Crescent
City Jazz Band. Sun.2: Frank Federico.
Sat.8: Wes Mix. Sun.9: Herman Sherman's Young Tuxedo Jazz Band.
Sat.15: Nick Gagliardi. Sun.16: Frank
Trapani. Sat.22: Danny Barker and his
Jazz Hounds. Sun.23: Pud Brown .
Sat.29: Milton Batiste. Sun.30: Andrew
Hall's Society Brass Band. All concerts free and from 1 to 3 p.m. The
Louisiana Folklore Puppet Theatre will
appear Oct.23 and 30.

FESTIVALS
Saturday-Sunday, 1·2
Children's Hospital Celebration
Uptown; New Orleans, information at
(504) 899-9511 .
Raceland Sauce Plquente
Festival, Raceland, La. (you'd be
amazed at what the stuff will cover),
information at (504) 537-3141 .

Monday-Sunday, 3·9
Celcesleu·Cemeron BI·Perlsh
Fr- Fair, Sulphur, La. Information
at (118) 527-937 1 or 527-5826.

Tuesday-Saturday, 4·8
Beauregard Perish Fair, in
glamorous DeRidder, information at
(318) 463-9240.

Wednesday-Saturday, 5·8
Tangipahoa Perish Fair, Find out
why they call it "Bloody Tangipahoa
Parish " ! At Amite , information at (504)
748-9876.

Thursday-Sunday, 6·9
Louisiana Cattle Festival, Abbeville, La . Info at (318) 893-5905.

AI Jarreau, with Kool Jazz, at City Park, October 29.
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RESTAURANT AND JAZZ
626 FRENCHMEN • 949-0696
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REGULAR REGULAA
WEDNESDAY FEATURE-9PM THURSDAY FEATURE-9PM
AMASA MILLER'S DEJAN'S
TRU GRIT THEATER OLYMPIA 8ERENADER8
FRIDAYS-11PM SATURDAYS-11PM
Sept. 30-J•~ Moore'e 1st-NEW ORLEANS
URBANmS SAXOPHONE QUARIEI
7th & 8th-10PM
DAVID CHERTOK'S JAZZ FILM FESTIVAL
with solo appearances by
JAMES BOOKER-FRI. and EWSMAR8AU8-S AT.
14th-Live Recording Session 15th-PRISCILLA
EARL TURBINTON QT. 22nd -JAMES DREW-EARL
& MCI FAN'S SURVIVORS TURBINTON REUNION
21st-THE DIXI KUPS 29th-DAVID UEBMAN
-HECTOR'S PISTOLAS QUARI E I
SUN. 16th-5PM

I

Sentimental Mood Concert with

GERMAINE BAm E, LADY BJ, & LAVERNE

REGULAR SUNDAY FEATURE-9PM
THE PRSTER SISTERS SHOW
Bar Open Daily - 4 pm
Restaurant Open Weekdays 6 pm-12 am
Weekends til 2 am - Sundays Open 1 pm

Friday-Sunday, 7·9
Gumbo Festival, Bridge City; infer·
mation at (504) 436·4712.

Saturday, 8
Louisiana Dixie Darling Festival,
Baton Rouge, La. Information at (504)
665·5961 .

Saturday-Sunday , 8·9
Louisiana Art and Folk Festival,
Columbia, La. Information at (318)
649·6136.

Sunday-Saturday , 9-15
Sorrento Boucherle Festival,
Sorrento, La. Information at (504)
675·8226.

Thursday-Sunda y, 11·16
Rapid•• Parish f'alr, Alexandria ,
La. Information at (318) 445·9313.

Friday-Saturday, 14·15
International Rice Festival,
Crowley, La. Information at (318)
783·3067.
International Alligator Festival ,
Franklin, La. Now in gorgeous St. Mary
Parish, they know all about the ver·
satility of these saurians-fry their
tails or walk around in their hidesand no doubt all of their beneficial
properties will be on display. lnforma·
tion at (318) 828·1584.
La VIe Lafourchalse, Matthews,
La. (you didn't know Bunny's family
had colonized a whole town-it's
something like Carville, we gather); in·
formation at (504) 537·5344.
West Baton Rouge Parish Fair,
Port Allen, La. Information at (504)
344·6530.

Wednesday-Sa turday,
19-22
Washington Parish Fair A. .ocla·
tlon, Franklinton, La. Information at
(504) 839·2322.

Friday-Saturday, 21·30
Louisiana State f'alr, Shreveport,
La. Information at (318) 635·1361 .

Wednesday-Sa turday,
26· 29
Jefferson Davis Parish Fair, Jen·
nings , La. Information at (318)
824·5637.
Louisiana Yambllee, Opelousas,
La. Information at (318) 948·8848.

From Thursday, 27
Greater Baton Rouge State Fair,
Where else? Information on where to
register your blue-ribbon hogs and
bunny-rabbit mules at (504) 293·9901 .

Friday-Sunday, 28·31
French Food f'estlval, Larose, La.
Information at (504) 693·7355.

Friday-Saturday, 28·29
Laplace Andouille Festival,
Laplace, La. Information at (504)
652·2065.

Saturday-Sunday , 29·30
Catahoula Heritage Festival,
Kees Park, Pineville, La. In honor of
our state dogs? Information from Rose
Walker, P.O. Box 1782, Alexandria, La.
71301 .

Arts Line, 522·ARTS. A daily recor·
ding of cultural events.
Aaron-Hastings Gallery, 1130 St.
Charles, 523· 7202. Sat.1 through
Thurs.20: angular-mod landscapes by
Doug McGash. Sat.22 through Nov.10:

paintings by Paul Tarver.
Academy Gallery, 5256 Magazine,
899·8111 . Sat.1 through Wed.19: New
works by that moth of desire, Carol
Leake. Sat.22 through Nov.9: paintings
by oddball Jose-Maria Cundin.
Arthur Roger, 3005 Magazine,
895·5287. Sat.1 through Thurs.20: Ke
Francis' meteorological aesthetic as
reflected in True Tornado Stories:
Paintings, Sculptures and ACTUAL
Photographs (gosh, Toto!); from
Sat.22: paintings by Jim Richard.
Bienville Gallery, 1800 Hastings
Place, 523·5889. Through October,
paintings by Atlanta artist Lynne
Gleason.
Delgado Fine Arts Gallery, 615
City Park Ave., 483·4002. Fri.7 through
the end of the month: work by Steve
Kline.
Contemporary Arts Center, 900
Camp, 523· 1216. Sat.1 through
Sun.30: "Art for Art 's Sake," pieces
in all mediums donated by local ar·
lists; a benefit and (as much as any·
thing else) the start of the art "Sea·
son" for Art which is something like
that for deer or duck.
Galerle Slmonne Stern, 2727 Pry·
tania , 895·3824. Sat.1 through
Thurs.20: Large scale ceramics and
sculpture by N.Y. artist Winifred Ross,
and platinum and palladium prints by
photographer Constance Hennesy
Cone. Sat.22 through Nov .1 1:
Photographs by John Miller of " Cor·
porate Executives."
A Gallery For Fine Photography,
5432 Magazine, 891·1002. Through
November, a retrospective of two
decades of photographs by modern
master Minor White , and a newly·
formed New Orleans portfolio in·
eluding work by local photographers
Josephine Sacabo, Jack Pickett, San·
dra Clark and others.
Gallery 538, 539 Bienville,
522·0695. Japanese woodblock prints,
Piranesi prints and rare architectural
books.
Gasperl Folk Art Gallery, 831 St.
Peter, 523·9373. Tues.25 through
Nov.13: Haitian Voodoo Flag Show,
religious relics in the form of square
flags, sequinned and beaded and
dedicated to patron gods/sync retized
saints, and supposedly a contort when
these spirits take over.
Historic New Orleans Collection,
533 Royal Street, 523·4662. Through
December 2: I Remember New
Orleans: The Movies, a nostalgic
survey of the theatres and events and
people that flourished, oh, not so very
long ago.
LeMieux Gallery, 508 Pelican Ave.,
Algiers, 361 ·1735. From Fri.9: Algiers '
Art and Artists-will this include Dela·
croix's Women of Algiers, so admired
by Renoir and Picasso?
Louisiana State Museum, Jackson
Square, 522·9830. At the Presbyters
through the end of October, Spirit
World: Photographs and Journal by
Michael P. Smith, who has gotten as
close as anyone has to such towering
presences as Bishop Lydia Gilford, of
the Infant of Prague Spiritual Church;
and Six City Sites, a show by the
Preservation Resource Center.
New Orleans Museum Of Art, Ci·
ty Park, 488·2631 . Through the month:
Paintings from the Royal Academy,
with works by such expected masters
as Reynolds, Turner, Constable,
Millais, Sargent, etc., as well as a
sampling of Academicians from Loui·
siana private and public collections;
Great Drawings from the Royal In·
stitute of Architects, with renderings
by everyone from Christopher Wren to Reverberation, a performance piece at Carrollton Station, Oct.26.
LeCorbusier, as well as such eccen·

-===--==== =====---- ------------ ----
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RIVERBOAT PRESIDENT

Moonlight Dance Cruises & Special Attractions
THE NEVILLE
BROTHERS

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1 Moonlight Dance Crui.c;l>jeaturing
$5.00 JWr p<'rson (Getwral Admission)

IVY

SATURDAY, OCTOBER8Moonlig1lt Dance Crui,c;ejeaturing

$r>.OO J><'l' person (Gc•twral Admission)

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11

Special Attraction

)oan)ett
cnithe
Blackhearts
$15.00 advatwe tkk<•ts • $1().00 night of pf>rforman<'('

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12

Special Attraction

JOANBAEZ

$13.00 advatH'<' ti<'kf'ts • $14.00 night of lWrforman<'('

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1:S1Uoonlf!J1ltDmu·eC'rui.c;ejeaturing

THE RADIATORS

SATURDAY,OCTOBER22MoonlightDanceC ruhwfeaturing

THE NEVILLE
BROTHERS

$5.00 JWr (Wrson (General Admission)

$5.00 p('l' p<•rson (General Admission)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2s

Special Attraction

PRODUCERS
$11.00 advance tiekets • $12 night of performance

SATURDAY,OCTOBER29Moonlight. DanceCn~iseJeaturing

$5.00 per person (General Admission)

IRMA THOMAS

A Complete Entertainment Evening
Cmreert Drinks, Food and a Romantic Moonlight Cruise
Boarding will begin at 8 p.m. The President will depart the Canal St. dO<.'k at 10 p.m. Cash bar, no carry on alcohol.
Tickets can be purchased at the Canal Street Dock tieket office (located behind the ITM Building, foot of Canal St.)
and all Ticketmaster locations.

For Further Information Phone

NEW ORLEANS STEAMBOAT COMPANY

324-SAIL (concert Une)

586-8777 (omce)

525-6311 (wharf)

tries as Boullee; sculptures and
graphics by black artist Elizabeth
Catlett.
Sandra Zahn Oreck Gallery, 529
Wilkinson, 529·7676. From Sat.22:
Paintings, prints and sculptures by
S.W. Hayten, Clement Penrose and
Michael Castle.
Tilden-Foley; 933 Royal, 522·7728.
Sat.1 through Thurs.19: A decade of
painting from Martin Laborde's whose
brilliantly scaled monsters have be·
come less constant a sight than once
they were on the Awl scene.
Tulane
Art
Department,
Newcomb Art Building, 865·5327.
Sun.16 through the end of the month,
kinetic sculpture by George Rickey.
UNO Fine Arts Gallery, Lakefront
Campus, 286·6493. Through Fri.14: A
UNO Silver Anniversary Exhibition, a
show of all the posters submitted in
the recent competition. Fri.16 through
the end of the month, photographs by
Jim Stone.

PLAYS
Carrollton Station, 8140 Willow,
865·9190. Wed.26: Richard Pierce
brings performance art to the river·
bend with a piece entitled "Reverber·
ations," at 8; words by Art Rimbaud
and music by accompanists D. Brown,
R. Gibson and vocalists L. Alexander
and S. Gauteaux.
Le Petit Theatre, 616 St. Peter,
522·9958. Fri.14 through Sat.29:
Godspe/1, which is some of the Synoptic Gospels presented as an awfully
cheery musical; Sunday matinees at
2:30, evenings at 8:30. Reservations.
Loyola-Marquette Theatre, 4618
Laurel , 865·2170. Thurs.13 through
Sat.15 and Thurs.20 through Sat.22,
Celebration, a musical directed by
Larry Warner.
Orpheum. Fri.21: 1940's Radio Hour,
a touring Broadway production. Fri.28:
Linemen and Sweet Lightning: Coali·
tion of Labor Union Women, which is,
we gather, something like the old Pins
and Needles sort of labor·revuesical.
Theatre Marlgny, 616 Frenchmen,
944·2653. Tennessee Williams' Vieux
Carre, dealing with the various im·
broglios in a boarding house run by the
harpy Mrs. Wire, populated by what
were once known as Bohemians and
what are still known as riff·raff; very
long, at least semi·autobiographical,
directed and performed by the usual
troupe over here (who were sensa·
tional in Die Gnadiges Fraulein, easi·
ly one of the best local theatre presen·
lations of recent years.) That de!ty
Helen Jolley appears as Mrs. Wire,
while the equally ineffable Richard
Chaney plays the writer. Call the
theatre for performance dates and
times.
Tulane Theatre, off Frere! and
McAlister, so this must be the Phoenix
Playhouse, 865·5360. Mon.3 through
Sun.9: La Ronde, actually Artur
Schnitzler's Reigen! (which means,
from the Austrian, Change Partners!),
and concerns an exchange of love,
b.s. and (possibly venereal disease)
between a number of dovetailing
couples drawn from various strata of
society in Aft Wien. From Mon.24: En·
dgame, Samuel Beckett's play about
people in trashcans and dark glasses
and the end of the world-well, if you
know so much, what is it about? and
Can't Pay? Won't Pay! (a familiar
noise) alternating in repertory.
UNO Theatre, Lakefront campus,
286·6317. Through Wed.S: The Dining
Room, Theatre East Performance
Center. Fri.28 and Sat.29: The Co/lee·
tion by Pinter, at 8 both nights.

FILMS
Contemporary Arts Center, 900
Camp, 523·1216. Wed.S: Works by
James Bennings, including Him and
Me, a "feature·length study that jux·
taposes American landscape with
audiotaped history." Wed.12: New
Orleans music video of the 80s in·
eluding works by Tom Buckholtz, Olle
Sassone, Larry Travis, Stevenson Palfi
and Ger E. Cannon. Wed.19: The best
of New Canadian Animation. $3 ad·
mission, -$1 for students and CAC
members.
Loyola's Film Buffa Institute,
895·3196. Mon.3, 7:30: The Lady
Vanishes, Hitchcock's lovely 1937 film
about an old dear who does the old
thin·air trick right on the middle of the
Simplon·Orient Express-and why is
everyone denying to the young hero·
ine, hit on the head by a pot, that
they've seen her? What's going on?
Why there's even a nun in high heels...
Wed.S, 7 and 9: The Magnificent
Ambersons, Orson Welles' second
film , about the graceless fall of the
privileged class (out of Booth Tarking·
ton 's novel} has some great things
(among them the performances of
Richard Bennett, Agnes Moorehead
and Dolores Costello} and much visual
wit, but it's not the great masterwork
many claim it to be. Mon.1 0: Sunset
Boulevard, Billy Wilder's petit·guignol
about New Hollywood and Old, and
their lethal clash; Gloria Swanson is
a (perhaps excessively) memorable
gargoyle of lust·despair·ambition, but
Erich Von Stroheim steals the show
playing the organ in his white gloves.
Wed.12, 7 and 9: The Thirty·Nine
Steps, near·perfection, with the inno·
cent man pursued for a crime he not
only didn't commit but doesn't have
the foggiest notion about. Prototypical
Hitchcock; the music hall scenes are
wonderful, too. Thurs.13, 7 and 9: El,
a funny Bunuel picture from 1953
about the sexual insecurity/immaturi·
ty of the Mexican male; a daring end·
ing, a wedding night right out of
deSade, and-come to think of it,
Bunuel's idea of the old Hollywood
" meeting cute": during a foot·washing
ceremony in church. Fri.14, 7:30 and
9:30: Atomic Cafe, a compilation film
about the naively jingoistic/scientifical·
ly uninformed attitudes of the Ameri·
can public towards The Bomb, from V·
J Day to the rise of Camelot; much
chilling footage of Political Stupidity
captured on the hoof, and some good
50s graphics, but the picture is on the
whole a mild disappointment. Tues.18,
7 and 9: Nazarin, 1958 Bunuel about
a proud, self·consciously saintly priest
whose. ministerings to the poor back·
fire; a rough draft for Viridiana, but still
fine. Wed.26, 7 and 9: Bizarre, Bizarre,
this Carne·Prevert zaniness from 1937
still has the power to make an audi·
ence roar: a mystery writer and his
wife and a young milkman and a
would·be criminal and a prig, and the
stunning belle·epoque performances
by Michel Simon, the impeccable
Louis Jouvet, Jean·Louis Barrault, and
the sublime Francoise Rosay.
Thurs.27, 7 and 9: Tristana, 1970
Bunuel from a Galdos novel- how
many films have caressing erotic·still·
life shots of an artificial leg lying
about? Catherine Deneuve is the
young woman in 1920s Toledo soon
disabused of notions of romance and
happiness by the loss of her leg, her
handsome fiance (Franco Nero) and
the attentions of her uncle/guardian,
a courtly old lecher. A masterpiece.
Films are shown in various rooms in

Sobel Hall; $1.50 single admission, or
by season subscription.
Prytanla, 5339 Prytania, 895·45 13.
Through Thurs.6: Lianna, a film by
John Sayles about a woman who dis·
covers her lesbianism much to the
chagrin of her college·professor hus·
band; Fri. 7 through Thurs.13: Not A
Love Story, a documentary on porno
which is probably nothing like the last
one we saw which was called Deep
Inside Annie Sprinkles. From Fri.14
through Nov.3: D.A. Pennebaker's
1967 documentary on Bob Dylan,
Don't Look Back, which was amusing
in its day and features such
amusements as Joan Baez's doing
gospel runs while apparently stoned
out of her mind, Dylan and friend try·
ing to be gracious to an elderly High
Mayor's Lady in England (the picture
was filmed during a British tour}, and
the near·epiphanous sequence in
which Dylan tears the rhymes of
"Subterranean Homesick Blues" off
a Big·Boy tablet while looking snottily
into the camera-when this lit up at
the screen at the old Plaza on
Magazine Street. we knew we were
looking at the Coolest Person in the
world.
WRNO Uptown Theatre, Uptown
Square. Fri.? through Thurs.13:
Freaks, Tod Browning 's 1932 survey
of major and minor !errata within the
framework of a conventional horror - - - - - - - - - - - - - picture- the film, banned for decades,
hailed by the surrealists (natch) as a
classic, and a decisive influence on
sensibilities as diverse as Julien Green
and the Ramones. still holds up well
within its limitations; to be glimpsed
are Daisy and Violet Hilton, the Snow
Sisters, Josephine Joseph, Schlitzy,
Randian the Living Torso, Martha the
Armless Wonder, Daisy and Harry
Earles, Johnny Eck the Human Torso
and many others, from that period
when such sites were cautionary
rather than diverting. Fri.14 through
Thurs.20: Kiss Me Kate, this 1953
(originally 3·D) version of the Cole
Porter show based on The Taming of
the Shrew is pretty much a mess, but
Ann Miller singing " Too Darn Hot" is
an ultimate of sorts, and the lyrics as
preserved and some of the dancing
are worthwhile; when Kathryn Gray·
son threw that banana at Howard Keel
and it came off the screen at you, we
were psychically scarred forever after
and forever amber.

LIVE MUSIC
Bistro Lounge, 4061 Tulane Ave.,
482·9377. Fridays and Saturdays:
Ruben Gonzalez and his Salsa Rhy·
thms, from 10.
Blue Room, in the Fairmont Hotel,
529·7111. Through Tues.11, Jack
Jones. Wed.12 th rough Tues.25, Tina
Turner reminding B.A. patrons as they
sip their Montrachet and feast on can·
vasback and terrapin that it is indeed
a mean old world-one of the more
macabre juxtapositions of performer - - - - - - - - - - - - - with decor in the city right now.
Wed.26 through Nov.8: Betty·Boop·
faced and figured and voiced Berna·
delle Peters. Reservations; dancing,
as well.
Bobby's Place, 520 East St. Ber·
nard Highway, Chalmette, 271·0137.
Fridays, yatdom's great gift to song,
the illustrious Frankie Ford. Saturdays:
Bobby Cure and the Summertime
Blues, and Allen's Tribute to Elvis.
Bonaparte's Retreat, 1007 Deca·
tur, 561 ·9473. Ralph Cox, every day
except Sunday.
Bounty, 1926 .West End Park, The Batteries
282·9144. Certainly the darkest and
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most "intime" of W.E. clubs. Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays: Harvey
Jesus and Frye.
Cajun Country, 327 Bourbon ,
523-8630. Mondays through Wednesdays, the skinny-dippin' Copas Brothers; Thursdays, the Texas Band; Saturdays and Sundays, Gela Kaye.
Caronna's Bar, 2032 Magazine,
523-9326. Mondays, Fridays and Saturdays: the J. Monque'd Blues Band.
Carrollton Station, 8140 Willow,
865-9190. Wednesdays: Local Heroes.
Sundays: a wide-open Bluegrass jam
commencing at 7. Sat.1 : Mason Ruffner and the Blues Rockers.
Cisco's, 111 Bourbon, 566-0331 . Call
for listings.
Dorothy's Medallion, 3232 Orleans. Snake-dancing, examples of
adiposa dolorosa in motion for Boleroeyed girl watchers, and Fridays and
Saturdays, Johnny Adams and Walter
Washington with the House Band.
Dusty's, 3624 West Esplanade,
454-6605. Fridays and Saturdays:
Smokin ' Country.
1801 Club, 1801 Stumpf Blvd.,
367-9670. Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays, Janet Lynn WaWa
from 9:30.
Fairmont Court, in the Fairmont
Hotel, 529-7111 . Sundays and Mondays, Tuts Washington radiates the 88
from 9 until 1; Judy Duggan occupies
the same venue the other nights of the
week.
The Famous Door, 339 Bourbon,
522-7626. Everyone of note, from
Thackeray to Durante has passed
through these charmed portals;
Thomas Jefferson and his Creole Jazz
Band play nightly save Wednesdays.
544 Club, 544 Bourbon, 523-8611 .
Wednesdays through Saturdays, Gary
Brown and Feelings.
Gazebo Cafe and Bar, 1018
Decatur, 522-0862. Alfresco; ragtime
piano each afternoon and again as
night is falling. Saturdays and Sundays: John Ryan's New Orleans Rhythm Band makes a little more noise
from 1:30 to 6.
Jimmy's, 8200 Willow, 866-9549.
Wed.1: the Sheiks. Thurs.6: Taken .
Fri.7: the Radiators. Sat.8: the Models.
Thurs.13 through Sat.15: those Sheiks
again. Fri.21 and Sat.22: the Backbeats. Sat.29: Totally Cold.
The Loop, Franklin at Robert E. Lee,
282-0501 . Wed.1: Rainstreet. Sat.15:
Generics. Sat.22: Nothing Personal.
Maple Leaf Bar, 8316 Oak,
866-9359. Sundays: John Rankin.
Mondays: James Carroll Booker Ill.
Tuesdays: Li'l Queenie and her OpenToed Totentanzers. Thursdays :
Bourre. Sat.1 : J.D. and the Jammers.
Fri.7: Marcia Ball. Sat.8: that handsome devil Zachary Richard. Fri.21 :
Charles Neville and the House Band.
Sat.22: Cush-Cush. Fri.28: Mr. Neville
and the band from where he stays,
again. Sat.29: Exuma.
Meneffee•s, 1101 N.Rampart,
566-0464. Piano bar music; call for
listings.
Munster's Dance Hall and B•r,
627 Lyons, 899-9109. Wednesdays,
The Louisiana Repertory Jazz Ensemble
Nevad• Club, 1409 Romaine, Gretna, 368-1000. Country and western,
every night; call the club for
information.
Old Absinthe Bar, 400 Bourbon,
524-7761. Mondays and Tuesdays:
J.D. Hill and the Jammers. Wednesdays through. Sundays: Bryan Lee and
the Jumpstreet Five.
Old Post Office, 4000 Downman
Road, 242-9960. Saturdays: Bristol

Sounds.
Parkvlew Tavern, 910 N. Carrollton , 482-2680. Fri.7: Mason Ruffner
and the Blues Rockers. Fri.14: The
Renegades. Fri.21 : Bourre. Fri.29: The
Pranksters, with water-bags and inflated pigs' bladders aolentv.
Penny Post, 5110 Danneel. Sundays, always open mike. Check the
board as you enter for weekend
special guests. Mon.3: Taylor Barry.
Tues: Bev Bishop at 9, Local Heroes
at 10. Wed.5: Charles Nagy at 9, Jon
Schwartz at 10. Thurs.6: Mini Fest.
Sun.9, a folk sing-along from 8.
Mon.1 0: Taylor Barry. Tues.11 : Bev
Bishop at 9, Local Heroes at 10.
Wed.12: Charles Nagy at 9, Jon
Schwartz at 10. Thurs.13: Billie and
Bobbie Malone at 9, the Mount Point
String Band at 10. Mon.17: Taylor
Barry. Tues.18: Bev Bishop. Wed.19:
Charles N(!gy at 9, Jon Schwartz at 10.
Thurs.20: Billie and Bobbie Malone at
9, the Mount Point String Band at 10.
Mon.24: Taylor Barry. Tues.25: Bev
Bishop. Wed.26: Charles Nagy at 9,
Jon Schwartz at 10. Thurs.27: Billie
and Bobbie Malone at 9, Mount Point
String Band at 10.
Pontchartraln Hotel, Bayou Bar,
2031 St.Charles Ave., 524-0851. Nightly: Bruce Versen , from 5 to 8, or what
was known in happier days as that
pause in the day's occupation known
as the cocktail hour. From 9-ish until
the midnight hour, Joel Simpson does
the pianistic honors.
Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter,
523-8939. Along with Galatoire's and
K-Paul 's, one of the three places in
town that consistently draws a long
and deserved line outside; the only
amenities are the musical ones. Sundays: Harold Dejan and the Olympia
Brass Band. Mondays and Thursdays:
Kid Thomas Valentine. Tuesdays and
Fridays: Kid Sheik Colar. Wednesdays
and Saturdays: The Humphrey Brothers.
Riverboat President, Canal Street
Docks, 524-SAIL. Sat.1: the Neville
Brothers. Sat.8: Ivy (a fund-raiser for
the Special Olympics). Tues.11: Joan
(like a freight-train) Jett and the
Blackhearts. Wed.12: Joan Didion's
favorite Ballad singer (maybe because
they have the same first name?), Miss
Joan Baez. Sat.15: the Radiators.
Sat.22: the Neville Brothers. Wed .26:
Chuck Magione and his Quartet as
part of the Kool Jazz Festival. Fri.28:
The Producers. Sat.29: Irma Thomas.
Rose Tattoo, 4401 Tchoupitoulas,
895-9681- Call for listings.
Seaport C•t• and Bar, 424 Bourbon, 568-0981 . Tuesdays through
Saturdays, Sally Townes.
Sheraton Hotel, 500 Canal St. In the
Grand Ballroom, Fri.28, Musica
Caliente with Celia Cruz and Tito
Puente and his Latin Jazz Ensemble;
part of the N.O. Kool Jazz Festival.
711 Club, 711 Bourbon, 525-8379.
Tuesdays through Saturdays: one man
Symphonia Randy Hebert, preceded
Thursdays through Mondays by AI
Broussard.
Snug Harbor, 626 Frenchmen,
949-0696. Mostly jazz, mostly modern.
Wednesdays: Amasa Miller's True Grit
Theatre. Thursdays: the Olympia
Serenaders. Sundays, those Pfister
Sisters. aereating into the aether, from
9 p.m. Sat.1 : the New Orleans Saxophone Quartet. Fri.7 and Sat.8, David
Chertok presents samplings from his
phenomenal archives of jazz on film,
accompanied on Friday by James
Booker and Saturday by Ellis Marsalis
(must be for the silent footage). Fri.14:
Earl Turbinton's Quartet and Ramsey
Mclean's Survivors in a live digital
recordinq session. Sat.15: Priscilla.
Sun.16: In A Sentimental Mood with

Germaine Bazzle, LaVerne Butler and
Lady BJ accompanied by the Red
Tyler Quartet. Fri.21: The Dixi-Kups.
Sat.22: A James Drew-Earl Turbinton
reunion. Fri.28: Hector's Pistolas.
Sat.29: the David Leibman Quartet.
Sugar Mill Lounge, 4520 Williams,
Kenner, 467-7946. Fri.7: The Contours. Fri.14: Southwind. Thurs.28: The
Contours.
Tlpltlna•a, 501 Napoleon, 899-9114.
A little bit of everything, with, in the immortal phrase of our Editor, "Room To
Dance."
Tulane University, on the Quad,
McAlister Drive. Fri.28: The Louisiana
Repertory Jazz Ensemble, with
WOOden head, the Tulane Jazz Ensemble, at 4. Free.
Tyler's, 5234 Magazine, 891-4989.
Modern jazz, good raw oysters. Sundays:
Mike
Pellera,
David
Torkanowsky and Johnny Vidacovich.
Mondays: Ellis Marsalis and Steve
Masakowski. Tuesdays: chanteuse
Leslie Smith. Wednesdays: George
French Quartet. Thursdays, Germaine
Bazzle with David Torkanowsky.
Germaine Wells Lounge, 833
Bienville, 523·9633. Fridays and Saturdays, Mike Pellera, Jim Singleton and Bernadette Peters, at the
Jeff Boudreaux, from 11 p.m.
Blue Room, Oct.26-Nov.8.
Weasey's, 1610 Belle Chasse
Highway, 361-7902. Country and - - - - - - - - - - - - - Western. Nightly save Tuesdays and
Thursdays: Firewater. Thursdays:
Talent contest from 9 until Beulah the
Buzzer sounds.
Winnie's, 2304 London Ave .,
945-9124. Call the club for details.

LA. CLUBS
Antler's, 555 Jefferson, Lafayette,
318-234-8877.
The Big Apple, Highway 1, Larose,
693-8688. Seats 2000!
Booker's, 1040 Texas Ave. ,
Shreveport. 318-425-2292.
Chief's Southside, (formerly Trinity's), 4365 Perkins Road , Baton
Rouge. 388·9884. Oct.1: Flora Purim
and Airto. Oct.7: The Ramsey Lewis
Trio. Oct.14: A-Train. Oct.21 : Delbert
McClinton.
Circle In The Square, Shreve - - - - - - - - - - - - - Square, Shreveport. 318-222-2216.
Clancy's Landing and Brick
Street T•vern, Shreve Square,
Shreveport, 318-227-9611.
Desperado Saloon, Highway 90,
Raceland , 1-537-3647.
Emporium, 2183 Highland Road,
Baton Rouge, 387-9538.
Enoch's-A Cafe, 5202 Desiard
Street, Monroe, 318-343-9950.
Gibson Street Lounge, Covington,
1-892-7057.
Grant Street Dance Hall, 113
Grant Street, Lafayette, 318-332-9569.
H•rry's Club, 517 Parkway, Breaux
Bridge, 318-332-9569.
Humphree•s, Shreve Square,
Shreveport, 318-227-9611 .
Iron Horae, 403 Phillip, Thibodaux,
1-447-9991.
Jefferson Street Cafe, 209 Jefferson, Lafayette, 318-234-9647.
Mulate•s, Breaux Bridge Highway,
Breaux Bridge, 318-332-4648.
The 01' Corner B•r, 221 Poydras,
Breaux Bridge, 318-332-9512.
Count Basie, City Park, Oct.30.
Pam's Pl•ce, Old Town, Slidell.
Pappa Joe's, 12375 Florida Blvd.,
Slick's Music Hall, Highway 31 , St.
Baton Rouge, 1-273-2376.
Martinville, 318-394-3867.
P•r•dlse Club, 121 S. Buchanan,
St-k •nd Lobster Inn's P'lreslde
Lafayette, 318-232-5313.
Pub, 820 E. King's Highway, ShreveP•rty Town, Military Road, Slidell,
port, 318-868-5306.
1-649-3867.
Steamboat Annie's, Shreve
Ruby's Rendez-Vous, Highway
Square, Shreveport, 318-424-8297.
190 in Mandeville, 1-626-9933.
Rusty N•ll, 540 E. King 's Highway, Tenth P'loor, Shreve Square,
Shreveport, 318-425-7539.
Shreveport.
Toby's, 1303 Grimme! Drive,
Scarlett O's, 1025 Broad, Lake
Shreveport, 318-222-9903.
Charles, 318-436-8742.
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CLASSIFIED&
THIS COULD BE IT!
Successful, working pop band (original music) now
auditioning female vocalists. Keyboard experience and
writing ability desirable. If you have the right talent,
professionalism, looks and creativity, we may be just
the opportunity you've been searching for. High goals,
cooperation and charisma are musts. For appointment
call 282-8703.

Looking for that rare 45?
Need a drummer?
Got a horn for sale?

w.v..•ngth

Classlfleds world

BLUE CIRCLE SOUND
Let me do the sound for your next gig. Very
reasonable rates which include a stereo recording of
your performance. 899-1923.

20C a word
$3.00 small art/line shot
Send ad and check to:

URGENTLY NEEDED
Dedicated rock 'n' roll bassist and rhythm-lead
guitarist needed to join drummer and guitarist/ keyboardist/ singer to play originals! Studio access. Please
call soon. AJita 455-7460 (day); Tricia 486-9202
(night) .

\

THIS WOMAN IS READY!
Hi! I have curly brown hair and blue eyes, am 5'4"
with lots of energy. I love jazz dance, blues, R&B and
reggae, good friends and Hallowe'en, gourmet food
orgies, and foreign movies, jogging and meditation,
travel and the outdoors, and lots of sharing. I'm seeking friendship with a talkative, adventurous, nonsexist, physically fit, Epicurean man, appr.25-45. Linda, P.O. Box 15667.
LTD. EDITION
Need an opening act? Et. Ltd . Edition can play for

any gig. Steve 362-3495.
LEAD GUITARIST looking for a band. Experienced. Heavy metal. 467-7322.
FOR SERIOUS DRUMMERS
Private instruction with Joey Farris. Joey Farris appears in Modern Drummer and is the author of the
new drum method book, Studio Funk Drumming,
with Roy Burns. Call 488-9644.

KONG EATS
CRAWFISH ON
50TH BIRTHDAY

"ffave\en,th •
P.O. sox l~ 70175
NeW Ot\eans, .
_j
····-\.
.
.........................
-

;.r
.

Shepard H. Samuels
Attorney at Law
Juris Doctor-LouisimuL
Civil and Entertainment
Law Proctice

S, M, L, XL
Indicate style, size and number.
Allow 3·4 weeks delivery. Send
check or money order to:

BONAPARTE'S
P.O. Box 19131

899-3524

New Orleans, LA 70179

-=-

. llues
·OPUI

iii
l

Published quarterly. 6 issues
already out with biographies &
interviews, discographies (in
English), articles on Chicago,
Mardi Gras, Cajun/Zydeco,
reviews (festivals & concerts,
books & records), lots of photos,
news, tour itineraries, radio
programs, small ads ...Next issue
(No. 7) out in September with full
auction lists & lots of surprises!

or transTer to Postscheckkonto
Berlin-West Nr. 438671·100.

AFO story.
New Orleans
Band
Guide
0 No. 16 ... th
AIeJohnson.
Bourre.
Marching
Bands
at Carn ival. the state of rock in
New Orleans. Jokonnu festivals. Blue Vipers. Wynton Marsa lis

0 No . 17 ... N ew Orleans Guitarists. Percy Stovall. Doug Bourgeois. Rap records.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Sample copy USA/Canada airmail OM 6 ,50
(or 7 lACs), subscription airmail 1·8 OM
45,00; Japan OM 7,00 (8 lACs), subscr. OM
50,00; Australia OM 8,00 (9 lACs), subscr.
OM 55,00; Europe OM 5,00 (5 IRCs),
subscr. OM 35,00.
All foreign payment by IMO or American
Express in Deutsche Mark only, payable to:

Thomas Gutberlet
Blues Forum
Glogauer Str. 22
0·1000 Berlin 36
West-Germany

0 No. 3 ... The Cold. Tony Dagradi. WWOZ. George Porter & Joyride. Patrice Fisher
0 No. S ... Ernie K-Ooe. New Orleans Songwrilers. Shelley Pope. Walter Lastie
0 No. 7 •.. Neville Brothers. Walter Washington. Dave Bartholomew. Ron Cuccia.
Roy Brown. New Levoathan
0 No. 11 ... Radiators. Uptights. Raffeys. Rockabyes. Lois Dejean and the Youth
Inspirational Choir. Alvin Batiste. Nathan Abshore. Kong Floyd
0 No. 12 ... George Finola. Danny Barker. Frankie Ford. Lenny Zenith. Irving Mclean.
Dr. John·s ""Morgus··
0 No. 13 ... Rockin" Dopsie. Bobby Marchan. Dr. John. songs about the South.
how and what musicians eat. Red Tyler. how to care for old records
0 No. 14 ... Mr. Google Eyes, Henry Butler. Chief Pete of the Black Eagles.

0
0
-

0

A·Train. ··one Mo" Time··
,
No. 18 ... Baton Rouge bluesmen. Earl King. Bob Tannen. Lu ther Kent. Rockabilly,
Roulette. Lazy Lester
No. 20 ... Texas bands. Bo D iddley. the Aubry Twins, Mason Ruffner. Mathilda Jones,
Red Beans and R ice Revue
No. 21 ... Li'l Queenie. Wardell QuezerQue. Gold band Records. New Orleans
string bands. second lining
No. 22 ... Lee Dorsey. Cousin Joe. Earl Palmer. the Tipitina·s story. Sexdog.
the Valiants. Zebra
No. 23 ... Zachary Richard. Floyd Soileau. Boogie Bill Webb. Festivals Acadiens.
Storyville Stompers. Music at the World"s Fair
No.24 ... George Schmidt. Slim"s Y Ki Ki. Ellis Marsalis. the Models. Allegra
No . 25 ... N OCCA. Germaine Bazzle. Kush. Valerian Smith. WTUL. Swamp Pop
No. 26 ... Chuck Carbo and the Spiders. Christmas records. Harold Potier. Zebra
No. 27 ... 1983 Louisiana Band Guide. Big Bang. the reissue issue. John Fred.
Carla Baker
No. 28 ... When Satchmo Was King Zulu. Backbeats. Professor Longhair. Junkanoo.
Normals Reunion. Jimmy Heath
No. 30 ... The Louisiana Hayride. Windjammer. M ike Pellera. Margie Joseph,
The Copas Brothers. Jazz Fest Preview
No. 31 ... 01ympia Brass Band Centennial. Robert Parker. Lonnie Brooks.
Jack Dupree. Jazz Fest Picks

.......................................................................
I have mar1<ed the Issues l"d like to have. Please send me _ _ _ magazines at $4.00 each ($5.00
lor each copy mailed outside tho U.S )
I have enclosed

;

s___ U.S. funds only.

~- -----------------------

~ ---------------------
~ --------------------------------------~~~-----------~~· ------------

WAYEU.TM, P.O. BoK 15667. New 011eans. La 70115
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The Improvisational Arts Quintet featuring Kidd Jordan and Alvin Fielder has
released its first album, No Compromise!
on Prescription Records, with material culled from live recordings from Southern University and the Contemporary Arts Center.
The lAQ will join the Dirty Dozen Brass
Band to close the New Music America
Festival '83 in Washington, D.C .... which
also features performances by Beausoleil,
Marcel Dugas and Steve Sweet. Ramsey
McLean was caught funking out at Snug
Harbor with Charles Neville, Reggie
Houston and Zigaboo Modeliste in a new
aggregation called the Survivors. Look for
his new Prescription release, The Long
View, to hit the stands in time for Christmas
gift-giving ... Tony Dagradi is laying tracks
for ·a new GR Records LP at Studio in the
Country with members of Astral Project,
and will tour Scandinavia with Carla Bley
before joining Earl King in Utrecht, Holland
on November 3.
After playing to SRO crowds in some of
Houston's smaller clubs, Big Bang returns
to Oil Town this month for a crack at some
of its larger venues .. .In the "If-conch-shellswere-only-money" department, Exuma was
the main recipient of four awards recently
for his last album, Exuma Universal. The
Timothy Awards Ceremony (Bahamas version of the Grarnmys) was actually held on
May 29, but at that time Exuma was unable
to travel to Nassau. Instead, he was presented with the awards (conch shells on a
chrome pedestal) during the break of the
Saxon Superstars' gig at Tipitina's last
month ... Nasty Nasty informs us (via a
memo on " Roche" stationery) of a demo
recording session "to be done between our
continuing club appearances and disappearances.''
Lafayette's Jon Donlon alerts us to a new
club called Cleophas near the Vermilion
River Bridge on the Breaux Bridge Highway. The new hanky-tonk featured a September 17 performance by Beausoleil with
Canray Fontenot and Bois Sec Ardoin, and
from Cicil Dada at 108 Lana Drive, Lafayette, LA 70503, comes this second edition
of Floating Turd, with wacky visuals, rugged prose, concert reviews, and philosophic
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musings. Dada request contributions (literary, monetary and visual) to help keep FT,
and don't forget the SASE.
After three good gigs in Manhattan, the
Models opened for David "Funky Funky
But Chic" Johansen at L' Amour East in
Queens ... The Backbeats will release a single
in late November of two new songs recorded at Studio in the Country ...The Dirty
Dozen has signed a three-record contract
with a subsidiary of Columbia Records.
Jazz Fest producer George Wein will oversee
the project as part of the "Young Blood"
series. Impetus for the signing comes from
Dizzy Gillespie who heard them at the Glass
House, and may join the Dozen on the second album. The DDBB also received praise
in "New Orleans Odyssey: Part Two" Q)'
Joe Sasfy in September's Unicorn Times,
where Sasfy extols the musical virtues of
Johnny Adams, James Booker, and The
Glass House, while praising the culinary excellence of Rudy's barbeque and Central
Grocery, but for superior sno-balls try
Hansen's on Tchoupitoulas next time you're
down, Joe-boy.
Scott Godeau, John Vidacovich and Jim
Markway are in Compass Point, Bahamas,
recording ... Chalmette rocks! Former Raven
lead vocalist Mary Serpas now hosts Rock
R eview on St. Bernard's Group W Cable
Station. For info write Rock Review, P .O.
Box 647, Chalmette, LA 70044 ...Fantasy
Records is intelligently remarketing the eight
Credence Clearwater Revival albums in an
"Original Rock Classics" series for $5.98
each, and Stax will reissue LP's by Booker
T. and the MG's and Albert King next
month ... Chicago's funky Alligator Records
has released its first video clip, with Big
Twist and the Mellow Fellows doing Willie
Dixon's "300 Pounds of Heavenly Joy." Included are the Pop-0-Matics, a troupe of
break dancers from the Cabrini-Green housing projects in Chi-Town ...
Our Song of the Month Award goes to
the island classic, "Louie Louie," which not
only receives several diverse-bordering-onthe-perverse renderings on a new Rhino LP,
but was blasted out by the Rice Owl Marching Band at the LSU game last month.
"We gotta go now ... "

IF YOU ARE IN THE MUSIC
OR ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESS ...
LET T.M.A. HAVE YOUR HEADACHES!
BOOKING

8.....-cATSo•

NEWSBOYS • PENNYLANE • THE GENERICS • Plusmanymore ... NEED ENTERTAINMENT?
, Call us. We will find the right band for your dance, party, or night club .. .top notch quality-guaranteed.

ADVERTISING
If sales are down or the crowd seems to have just disappeared . . . call T.M.A. Let us show you how radio,
television, or the print media can give you that edge you need to compete with the rest!

PRODUCTION
One of 'T.M.A's assets is FI fiST TAKE recording studio, our own multitrack facility. It is here that we
produce quality jingles for radio and television .
We combine a staff of accomplished musicians with imaginative writers to give you high quality radio and
t.v. spots that can separate your commercials from the formated type you might normally hear ...
. . . or if you are an artist who wishes to record your own material, first take studio is the only studio in
N.O. that can make recording affordable and yet maintain a standard of high quality.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IF YOU ARE IN THE MUSIC OR ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESS, LET THE MUSIC
AGENCY HAVE YOUR HEADACHES ... THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE HAVE ...
THE N.O. STEAMBOAT CO. • RICHIES 3-D • VAT'S NIGHTCLUB • LA. COCA COLA • KENNY VINCENT'S SOUTHSIDE
• DAIQUIRI'S • CHANGES NIGHT CLUB • BIENVILLE 'S COURT YARD ... PLUS MANY MORE.

4305 California Avenue
Kenner, Louisiana 70065
Phone 504/482-8505 or 466-2287

